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Introduction  

(by Ray Moore) 

Amy Moore, my mother, was a writer.   For many years my main memory of her is seeing 

her with papers, notes and pictures spread around her, or, if she was out of sight, it would 

be the tap tap tapping of the keys of her typewriter. 

While she was alive she gave me a 10 inch high bundle of manuscripts which, over many 

months and with her constant input, became “Three Score Years and Ten – Missionary 

Work in China”  We printed out 50 or so copies which we distributed to the family 

worldwide.  

In recent years, to publish any further family books, I started the publishing company, 

“Kyema Publishing”, which only publishes free Ebooks, which are available online, and can 

be downloaded to your computer, and printed out, but are otherwise not available in hard 

copy. 

This trilogy, “Amy’s Heritage”, is produced in much the way that she wrote it.  This includes 

the wording and the placing of the images.  I have tried to present them with no editorial 

changes apart from occasional punctuation and paragraphing. In her five books which I am 

publishing, she has left an invaluable record of family and missionary history that would 

otherwise not have been saved. 

Kyema Publishing - http://kyema-publishing.com 
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THE MERCER STORY 
Historical Background 
 

Australian history does not go back more than about two hundred years, if we do not take 

into account the time when the aborigines were the sole inhabitants of the land. To me it 

has been fascinating to realise that among some of the early pioneers in South Australia 

were some of my own ancestors. 

The First Fleet arrived in Sydney in January 1788 and the people on board apart from the 

crew were mostly convicts under the charge of Captain Phillips. My father often teased us 

by saying " Don't dig too far back into your history or you may find you came out at the 

Queen's expense!" Enough has been written for us to know something of the paltry reasons 

for which some of these people were deported, and also the conditions under which many 

of them lived when they got here. Books like "For the Term of His Natural Life" have made 

that part of our history very vivid in our imaginations. 

The Second Fleet arrived in 1790. Of the one thousand convicts who left England one 

quarter died on the way out and one hundred or more shared the same fate soon after 

arrival. It was not till 1793 that the first free immigrants arrived in Sydney, and to them land 

was given away by the Government in New South Wales and in Tasmania as they wanted 

to encourage settlers in this vast land which they had claimed for Great Britain. 

In 1829 Western Australia was the first new colony to be designed wholly for free people, 

but by December 1855 the South Australian Association Committee had drawn up a 

proposal for a colony which it would administer but which would belong to the Crown. A 

month later some thirty people with a combined capital of £200,000 had announced 

support. By August 1834 the South Australian Act was passed which divided the power in 

the new colony between a governor under the Colonial Office and a resident commissioner 

who would be responsible to a group of commissioners nominated by the South Australian 

Association. They had power to sell land at 12/- an acre, the proceeds being used for 

administration and to pay passages of immigrants.  

On December 28th 1836 Captain John Hindmarsh landed from the HMS "Buffa1o" at 

Holdfast Bay and proclaimed South Australia a province. The first commissioner was 

James Hurtle Fisher appointed at an annual salary of £4OO, and Colonel Light was sent 

out to survey Adelaide and its surrounds as a possible capital city, It was said that  

" from the outset the plans of its founders included provision for elective government 

freedom of the press and religious freedom. They came in the hope of fashioning a 

society that would be progressive, egalitarian and free from vested interests."  

It was this which gave South Australia its peculiar flavour. Nowhere else in an Australian 

colony was the Utopian element so strong among the first settlers. 
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Among those early settlers in South Australia, pioneers in this country were two of our 

ancestors, Richard Ellis and his son in law Joseph Mercer. They both left England in 1839 

and since Colonel Light only reached Kangaroo island in the brig "Rapid" in 1836 they can 

claim to be some of the  

early pioneers who laid the foundations of that state. Joseph Mercer was the first as he left 

England in June 1839 and arrived in September, while Richard Ellis with his wife and two 

daughters only left England in september 1839 and did not reach Australia till the beginning 

of February 1840. 

Return to Table of Contents 
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Mercer Family Background                                                                                                

 

The Mercer name is said to be "a trade name with a ring of antiquity about it". ‘ The Story of 

Surnames’ by L.G.Pine comments   

"An old verse has it 

'sae sicker tis as onie thing on earth  

the Mercers aye are older than auld Perth' 

Certainly more than 600 years have passed since the Mercers emerged from a 

history unchronicled in books, but to be older than Perth they would need a greater 

antiquity than one would normally assign to a family sprung from trade - that of 

mercer or draper." 

Joseph Mercer's parents were Thomas Mercer born in september 1778 and his wife Jane 

Tanner born in October 1771. They were married on the 26th February 1799 and they had 

five sons all of whom seem to have lived in Gloucestershire and to have been engaged in 

some kind of clothing manufacture, a suitable occupation for people of their name.  

William Tanner, the eldest son born on the 20th August 1805 was a clothing manufacturer 

in Stroud and had six sons, but that is all I know about him. 

Thomas Yate,the second son, born in 1807, died in l840, and I have no details of his life.  

John, born on the 10th May 1810 was a wool manufacturer of Abbey Mill at Wotton under 

Edge in Gloucestershire. He had two children, a daughter Esther Jane born in 1839 and a 

son Ebenezer Howard born in l840. 

Joseph was the fourth son and because he was my great grandfather it is his history I plan 

to write as fully as I am able. 

James was the youngest son born on the 31st August 1815 which makes him three years 

younger than Joseph. He had two children, Jane born in 1837 and James in 1839 

So when Joseph left England for Australia he had five nephews and one niece (James's 

daughter) though James's son and John’s daughter, both born in 1839, may have put in 

their appearance before he sailed. 

 

Return to Table of Contents 
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Joseph In England 

 

Joseph was born on the lst May 1812 so he was 27 when he left England to start a new life 

in a new and unknown country. He seems to have been a shopkeeper in Kingswood, 

Gloucestershire at that time, though the family home was probably in Wotton under Edge. 

Joseph's great interest all his life seems to have been what he called in a letter "promoting 

the interests of the rising generation", and it must have been with that in view that he spent 

his Sundays teaching children at Kingswood for a number of years.  

Joseph must have been one of those "comfortable middle class people of the 19th century" 

who were unhappy about the illiteracy of the poorer classes and of the fact that hundreds of 

them were growing up without the ability to read the Bible for themselves, an ability they 

believed to be the basis of moral education.  

0ne of the pioneers in this field was the Quaker Joseph Lancaster who in 1798 set up a 

school in an outhouse in an effort to give the lads of his neighbourhood an elementary 

education. ln 1805 a Lancastrian Society,later known as the British and Foreign School 

Society (B&FBS) was formed to support his work. His aim was not only to give the boys an 

elementary education but to teach them the basics of the christian faith in a non-

denominational setting. As numbers grew in his school, and because he couldn't afford to 

pay the number of assistants he needed, Lancaster used senior boys in his school to act as 

monitors and teach the younger ones. 

This method of combining secular and Christian education was being widely used in 

England when Joseph Mercer sailed for Australia in 1839 and it was ten or more years later 

before the Government set up a national system of education which was free, compulsory 

and secular. The B&FBS system seems to have been what Joseph was using in 

Kingswood, and what he continued to use later in Australia as we shall see.  

0ne wonders what reasons motivated Joseph Mercer to leave England and sail for 

Australia, but in the light of his marriage to Maria Ellis soon after that family arrived in 

Adelaide there may well have been an engagement and an arrangement for Joseph to go 

out first and get a home ready for his bride. 
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Journey To Australia 

 

The ship on which Joseph was to sail to Australia was the SS "Lilford" (sometimes referred 

to as the "Lady Lilford") lt was a vessel of 557 tons and the number of people on board was 

235 of whom 28 made up the crew and the rest were passengers. 0f these 8 adults and 3 

children were cabin passengers which means they had "poop and stern cabins" and dined 

with the captain and officers. The captain was was a Mr James Kermath.  

Joseph travelled Intermediate which meant he was in one of the cabins built up between 

decks with four to six sleeping berths in each. There were 30 adults and l0 children in this 

section They were given a ration of beef and pork (fresh or preserved) flour, biscuits, 

raisens and rice, peas and preserved potatoes, tea, coffee, sugar, butter and 3 quarts of 

water daily. This was all the water they were allowed for washing themselves or their 

clothes as well as for drinking.   

The third section was the steerage and as all these were paying their own passage out, the 

difference in cabins must have been decided by the amount they paid. For the steerage 

passengers bunks were put up on either side of the lower deck and their rations were on a 

lesser scale to the Intermediate passengers.  

The Lilford was due to leave Liverpool on Monday 17th June 1839 and passengers were 

expected to be on board five days before that. Joseph left Wotton on Edge on the 7th June 

and must have said all his farewells before that because there is no mention in his diary of 

any of the family having accompanied him to Liverpool. He kept a daily diary of the trip 

which makes most interesting reading, but is too long to include in this history but which 1 

will attach as an appendix for those who are wanting to read it. 

 Passengers were all taken on board on Wednesday June 12th and Joseph comments next 

day that he slept very little through everything being so different from what he was used to, 

and also that "owing to disorder we have found it difficult to obtain our stated rations". By 

the next day they had received their rations and he had had a better sleep and "all 

passengers appear happy”. He helped some of the women to make plum puddings!  

They finally set sail on Monday the 17th and as they left Liverpool behind them he says  

"The signal being given we loosed anchor and bade adieu to old England with minds 

full of hope in the prospect of landing on a shore where industry and perseverance 

meet with a better reward. I felt very calm and thoughtful knowing I was leaving my 

best friends on earth and embarking on a wide and stormy world."  

The trip to South Australia took sixteen weeks and in all that time they were never able to 

go on shore, or to leave the ship at all though they passed land at times during the voyage. 

When I think  of some of the sea trips I have taken even as early as 1931 to China and of  

how we enjoyed getting to some place where we could  go on shore, and of how glad I was 

in 1973 on a five week voyage to England with all the conveniences of a modern liner to at 

last reach the end of our trip, I marvel at the stamina of these early pioneers. 
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As I read Joseph's diary I take off my hat too to the women of those days who followed their 

men to unknown trials and difficulties. Some of them were pregnant when they went on 

board and had their babies born on the trip, and one woman lost her baby and had to see 

him buried at sea. 

The trip took them from Liverpool south along the Irish coast to the Scilly Isles, on past 

Madeira Island, Canary Island and Cape Verde Island before they "crossed the line" on the 

22nd July, over a month since they set sail. The first ten days were made miserable by bad 

weather and they all suffered from sea sickness. With the hatchways closed to keep out the 

heavy seas they were utterly miserable. By the time the seas became calmer and people 

were trying to get out into the fresh air Joseph describes them as  

"creeping out of their berths looking like death, and staggering like drunken men". 

By the time they had been two weeks at sea Joseph was beginning to recover from his sea 

sickness and when Sunday came with services of various denominations held at 11am, 

4pm and 7pm he suggested to the Captain and the doctor that he might start a Sunday 

School. Thirty children out of the seventy four on board (some of whom were infants) joined 

with enthusiasm and seemed highly delighted to be under his tuition. The Captain and 

doctor and others then suggested he might start a daily school but this he had some 

misgivings about because of the conditions on board. However he did commence one but 

after four weeks with many interruptions and finding it hard to keep up with his own 

preparation of meals, fetching rations, clearing up and keeping his cabin clean he finally 

gave up. His teaching was obviously not just the teaching of Scripture, as he speaks of his 

"spelling books" being in the hold. 

By August 15th, two months since they left Liverpool they sighted the Cape of Good Hope, 

but there was no attempt made to go ashore. A month later they had rounded the Cape and 

were heading eastwards to Australia. By mid-September they were I000 miles from their 

destination and not only was the weather the coldest they had experienced but the 

equinoctial gales were affecting their speed.  

The 16th September was the worst day yet when heavy seas and strong winds battered the 

little vessel and passengers and goods alike were thrown in all directions. Joseph said  

"all the injury I received was from a large chest which broke its lashings and bruised 

my leg against a post. At the same time a jar of pickles flew over my head and as it 

passed emptied a quantity of its contents on my face so that the vinegar blinded me 

for a short time. Some people were bruised and others only got a wetting and a 

fright."  

This kind of weather continued till they were in sight of Kangaroo Island and was 

responsible for driving them to the south side of the island instead of the north. They had to 

keep tacking to  prevent being blown on the rocks. When Joseph got up on the morning of 

the 25th September  
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"the first thing I heard was the sound of breakers ahead and as I ran up on deck I 

saw we had just escaped a watery grave. Five minutes more on the same tack would 

have dashed us on a reef of rocks just showing above the water where the breakers 

rise to a height of eighty feet".  

At the end of the day he wrote  

"we have been driven all day in the most dangerous position any ship can be placed 

in and losing ground every hour. lf our lives were not in the hands of a kind God we 

should all be in eternity before morning".  

The next day brought relief and they were able to make their way through Backstairs 

Passage into Holdfast Bay which they reached at 6pm. In spite of the difficulties they 

encountered Joseph seems to have kept cheerful and to have kept himself well occupied.  

On the 30th August, remembering that the next day would be his brother James’s birthday 

he determined to celebrate it in grand style. He prepared and cooked a meal of soup, meat, 

plum pudding and wine and after having his midday meal alone he invited some of his 

companions to join him for the evening meal. "I never enjoyed a birthday more on land" he 

commented.  

He was quick to see the beauties of God's handiwork - phosphorus in the water, flying fish, 

and 

"the firmament thickly spangled with stars while in the southern hemisphere lightning 

played in striking grandeur. I had longed to see the handiwork of God on the mighty 

ocean and in viewing it I felt that the power of Jehovah was displayed in a striking 

and powerful manner.” 

As they passed the Cape Verde Islands he saw shepherds' fires "like stars on the 

mountains" and felt that the wonderful views he had seen that day more than 

counterbalanced the difficulties he had encountered. After two months on board he wrote " I 

am enjoying excellent health and I get plenty of bodily exercise, but I find this the worst 

place in the world for mental improvement"! 

 

Return to Table of Contents 
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South Australia - First Impressions 

 

After arrival in Australia Joseph lived for some time at Hindmarsh,north of Adelaide, renting 

a house for 10/- per week. His first impressions were that  

"the society here is more and better than in most towns in England. I am very much 

impressed with the country. I expected to find it scrubby and full of bushes and 

brambles instead of which it resembles a large park full of verdure and just 

sufficiently covered with trees to shade it well. The climate is altogether different from 

England. We have no fogs and very little frost or snow."  

He then describes in some detail the kind of climate to be expected most of the year 

(including a dust storm) lists the flowers and fruits and crops which grow easily in the 

Australian climate and finishes by saying  

"it is certainly a fine pastoral country and in a few years crops of corn will be waving 

their heads over thousands of acres". 

Some five months after Joseph's arrival the barque "John" sailed into Holdfast Bay with 

among its passengers Richard and Amy Ellis and two of their daughters, Maria and Emma. 

Richard was a surveyor and lived in North Petherton in Somerset. For their passage he 

paid £40 each for his wife and himself and £23/I/6 for each of the two girls. He too was very 

impressed with the new land to which they had come, and among other things made this 

comment.  

"here is the first attempt in the history of colonisation to plant a colony upon correct 

principles, to ensure to the labourer employment, and to the capitalist an ample 

supply of labour. All ought to spread the report of the state and expectation of the 

splendid colony of South Australia. Then if indigence should exist this sweet climate 

would make it comparatively easy to be borne". 

In April 1840 Joseph Mercer and Maria Ellis were married and continued to live in 

Hindmarsh until 1844, by which time they had two little boys, Benjamin Ellis born on the 

26th August 1841, and Alfred Tanner born on the 20th January 1843.  Joseph had very 

quickly begun to throw himself into the life of this new country and to make himself a part of 

it.  

0ne of the major historical events which occurred just after he arrived was the death of 

Colonel Light in 1839. Joseph was at the funeral and quickly made friends with the 

Rev.Thomas Quinton Stow, a Congregational minister and the only nonconformist minister 

working in South Australia at that time. He arrived in Adelaide in 1837 and began work in 

the Hindmarsh area where he lived for the first three months in a marquee which was both 

residence and place of worship. He worked hard and was well liked by people of all 

denominations and by the time Joseph Mercer had been with him two years he was writing 

to his old pupils back at Kingswood that 

"there is now a large brick addition to the chapel which cost £250 
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and all paid for. A cedar pulpit adorns the inside,the centre is 

neatly pewed and the sides filled with good benches. The school 

has 150 children" 

lt was this school that took a large part of Joseph's time and he extended that interest not 

only to the children of the settlers who appeared to be most enthusiastic about attending, 

but as he created in them a missionary interest in people less fortunate than themselves, to 

the aboriginal children also. In the highest classes he had 15 boys and 15 girls and from 

them selected teachers to teach the younger ones in true B&FBS style. He wrote that he 

had also intended to form a 

"juvenile sick society, but out of 250 children received in the school there has not 

been one death and very little sickness . You cannot say this of England“ 

Joseph did not remain long in the rented house in Hindmarsh and in 1841 his name is in the 

census as a baker in Grenfell Street Adelaide, so he must have been earning his living and 

supporting his growing family by shopkeeping as in Kingswood, but never forgetting his 

primary interest of "promoting the interests of the rising generation".  The "Adelaide 

0bserver" of the 31st July 1897, in a notice about his death, paid tribute to Joseph’s life at 

this stage by saying that  

“The  Rev. T.Q. Stow recognized his abilities and set him to work in connection with 

his church at Hindmarsh. Some of our now prominent men look back with deep 

gratitude for the deep interest he took in their welfare". 

Return to Table of Contents 
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Magill Primary School 

 

I don't know when Joseph Mercer and his family moved to Magill out in the foothills of the 

Mount Lofty ranges, but certainly the last twenty years of his life were spent there. In 1856 

he was a trustee of the Magill Primary School which had been opened by the Government 

in one room about ten years before. At that time he was said to be a farmer at St.Bernards.  

On the 9th October 1865 Joseph Mercer was appointed by the school trustees to be a 

teacher and in November he was granted a license to teach. We must remember that up to 

this time there was no formal teacher training so his appointment must have been wholly 

through experience and the recommendations of those who knew him.  

By this time Joseph was 53 years of age. He and Amy had eight children, five sons and 

three daughters, the eldest being 24 and the youngest, Mary, only six. The three daughters 

Amy, Jane and Mary never married. Amy their eldest daughter born in 1848 became the 

Matron of the Magill Industrial School which we would probably call a reformatory school 

now. Jane and Mary helped their father in the Primary School when they were old enough, 

probably on a voluntary basis.  When I met them in 1929 they were two dear old ladies still 

living in the old home in which they and my grandfather Frank had grown up in Magill.  

By 1869 Joseph had the charge of 67 boys and 38 girls while his assistant had 9 boys and 

48 girls, but when the Government decided they could no longer afford to pay an assistant 

Joseph found himself responsible for the whole school. No doubt he used his senior 

students to help teach the younger ones as well as calling for the help of his own 

daughters.  

It was said of Joseph's teaching methods that  

"to inculcate a knowledge of measurements and to give his pupils practice in rapid 

reckoning, Mr Mercer frequently took them on a tour of Magill lanes and paddocks. 

He used surveying material and measures which previously belonged to his father in 

law Mr Richard Ellis who was a surveyor"  

This unorthodox method of teaching also provided plenty of walking exercise for the 

students and was considered a novel method of teaching arithmetic in the 1870s.  

The Education Act of 1875 made Magill a public school, and in 1882 a stone school building 

was erected with a separate residence for the head teacher. The school was to 

accomodate 150 pupils. Joseph went on teaching for another two years and then retired at 

73 years of age. During his time in Adelaide Joseph had been a member of the Adelaide 

Lodge and after they moved to Magill, for eighteen years he was secretary of the Magill 

Lodge. It must have been here too that his friendship with the Thomas Barnes family began 

and his children became involved with the work of the Magill Baptist Church. Joseph's 

second son William married Thomas Barnes’ niece, Sarah Annie Booth and his younger 

son Francis later married Elizabeth Barnes who was third daughter of  Thomas Barnes. 

These two were my grandparents, and Sarah Annie and Elizabeth were cousins.  
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Joseph lived to be eighty five and the Adelaide Observer published the following obituary 

on the 31st July 1897.  

" ln the death of Mr Joseph Mercer on July 20th Magill has lost one of its old and 

most respected inhabitants. Mr Mercer came to the colony in the ship ‘Lady Lilford’ in 

September 1839 and was present at the funeral of Colonel Light. The deceased 

gentleman did not interest himself in public matters but was ever to the front in 

anything that tended to the well being of the young. The Rev. T.Q.Stow recognised 

his abilities and early in the forties set him to work in connection with his church in 

Hindmarsh, and some of our now prominent men look back with gratitude for the 

deep interest he manifested in their welfare. His talents as a schoolmaster are well 

known, and he occupied the position of head teacher of the Magill Public School for 

about twenty years. He was secretary for the Magill Lodge.M.U. for eighteen years.   

For some years he had lived in retirement, retaining his intellect brightly to the end, 

and often entertaining his visitors with interesting accounts of his early colonial 

experiences. He quietly passed away at the age of 85 leaving a widow, 3 daughters, 

5 sons, 30 grandchildren and one great grandchild. His funeral was largely attended 

by members of the Lodge and old friends." 
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Frank And Elizabeth Mercer  

 

After their marriage on July 20th 1881 Frank and Elizabeth lived at Glen Osmond Street 

Parkside, where my mother, Mabel Mary was born on June the 10th 1882. They seem to 

have been members of the Parkside Baptist Church at this time. Two years later on June 

13th 1884 a second daughter, Elsie Maude was born.  

About this time in 1884 Will Adams and Gertrude made a move to start a Baptist Church in 

Burnside, and with this in view met with a group of others in the Burnside Council 

Chambers. This group eventually became the foundation members of the Knightsbridge 

Baptist Church which commenced with a total of fourteen foundation members. On those 

early records may still be seen the signatures of William and Mary (Gertrude) Adams and 

Frank and Elizabeth Mercer. Frank became the first Church secretary and one of the first 

deacons as well as the Sunday School Superintendant. The SS was started in June 1884 

with 41 scholars 

By 1893 the Mercer family were attending the Norwood Baptist Church where Frank and 

Elizabeth are registered as numbers 725 and 726 in the Church register with letters of 

recommendation from the Kensington Primitive Methodist Church, but we have no record of 

why they left the Knightsbridge Church except perhaps that they had a change of domicile 

at some stage to High St. Kensington.  

My mother Mabel was baptised in the Norwood Baptist Church in July 1898 when she was 

16. I still have the tiny folder given her when she was accepted into Church membership on 

the 27th July 1898. I was able to find a record of Mabel's brother Leslie and her sister Ruby, 

born in 1896 and 1897 respectively, having been baptised and joined the Church, but no 

mention of Elsie. Both Mabel and Elsie were attending a private school called the 

Kensington Seminary and Kindergarten run by the Misses L.E. and E.M.Mu1ler. Mabel 

learned music and in 1896 won the prize for theory for which she was awarded a birthday 

book signed by both the Principals. She was 14 at this time. In 1897 when she was 15 she 

was dux of the school and I still have the silver medal she was awarded at the time.  
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Western Australia 

 

By the end of the century Western Australia was beginning to open up more and more to 

people from the Eastern States. They were attracted by what seemed like endless 

opportunities as new gold finds started yet another gold rush to Coolgardie and Kalgoorlie 

in 1892/3. Frank Mercer's older brother Alfred, who had married Elizabeth's cousin Sarah 

Annie Booth, moved over to take up residence in York, Western Australia. They had six 

sons and one daughter and became well known identities in York where they still have 

descendants. One of the sons, also called Alfred, later became Mayor of York, another 

Stan, became a minister of the Gospel in Invercargill New Zealand, and still another, Doug, 

who married a Welsh girl called Ceinwen Williams, became a schoolmaster and was the 

Head of the Brown Hill school on the goldfields near Kalgoorlie when I was a child. Both my 

brother Jim and myself were in the Brown Hill school at the time and remember Cousin 

Doug and Ceinwen and their two children Helen and Lloyd very clearly. 

On the other side of the family, Elizabeth's younger brother, Thomas Barnes (3) and his 

wife Caroline with their two children, Emily and Kiffen, decided also to leave South Austrlia 

and emigrate to the West. They settled at Greenmount, east of Perth in 1896 under 

conditions which were far from ideal. Thomas and twelve year old Kiffen worked on the 

construction of Lacey's Brick Kilns for the Greenmount brickyards. The family lived in two 

large tents which they had brought from South Australia, and they erected a galvanised iron 

kitchen next to these. The nearest source of fresh water was half a mile further up the hill 

and had to be carried in buckets back to the camp. Caroline did her washing at the well site 

rather than trudge up and down with the water. The children had to walk to Midland 

Junction and back each day to attend the nearest school, but as soon as Kiffen was old 

enough, he left school to work at the brick kilns with his father. Later he worked on the 

making of pipes for the Goldfields water scheme but developed "housemaid's knee" from 

having to crawl inside the pipes to test the locking equipment. In 1899 after three years of 

hard work they moved to West Guildford (Bassendean). Thomas bought a parcel of land, 

lots 134, 136-138, 14O and 144-145 bounded by Perth Rd. and Hamilton St.  The ground 

here was slightly higher than the rest and had a good supply of sweet water and Thomas 

and Caroline bought it hoping to start a market garden. They put up a hessian building on 

Lot 144, and moved down from Greenmount with the iron sheets he had used for the 

kitchen there to enclose part of the new house.  As soon as the garden was beginning to 

bring them in a small income Thomas built a small shop on to the front of the house. It is 

said to be the first shop in the district. I remember it well as it was on the corner of Perth 

Rd. and Hamilton St. and they still lived there and worked the garden long after their 

children were grown up and married. Thomas not only had a market garden but he kept 

pigs also, and to their daughter Emily fell the job of delivering pork to customers in Guildford 

and West Guildford after school and on Saturdays. They had no transport so all this was 

done on foot.  I only knew Uncle Tom and Auntie Carry after Emily and  Kiffen were married 

and had children of their own. Kiffen married his cousin Muriel (daughter of  Will Adams and 
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Blanche Barnes) and they had one daughter whom they called Jean. Emily married  Phil 

Bathols and their children, Don, Edna and Gordon were more or less contemporary with us. 

They all lived in West Guildford and as Emily, Kiffen and Muriel were all cousins of my 

mother’s it was natural that we visited them fairly often from Bayswater which was not far 

on the train. 

It was not many years before Thomas Barnes purchased Lots 133, 135 and 141-143 which 

gave him possession of a three acre section of land encompassed by Perth Rd., Hamilton 

St., Whitfield and Palmerston Sts. The only lot which did not belong to him in that section 

was Lot 139 and that the owner refused to sell. 

Uncle Tom when I knew him was tall and rather heavily built and whenever I went there 

seemed to be outside bending over his strawberry beds. Auntie Carry was small and dainty 

and wore a wig to cover her rather thin hair. It must have been very hot in summer. She 

was always busy in the house or shop and I loved to go there because of the smell of fruit, 

especially strawberries, which seemed to pervade everything. The family were all active in 

the local Methodist Church which was not far from where they lived.  

By 1898 Frank and Elizabeth Mercer had eight children, all of them girls except Leslie who 

was born two years after Elsie, and Reggie who was born after four more girls, Ruby, 

Bessie, Doris and Winifred.   Elizabeth gave her second little son her mother's family name 

of Standerwick (Reginald Standerwick) but he only lived for less than eighteen months and 

on February l7th 1897 he died, the first break in the family circle. Mabel was almost fifteen 

by this time and old enough to feel his death deeply. After that there were three more 

children born to Frank and Elizabeth, all boys. Eric Garfield was born a year after Reggies 

death, Kenneth John two years later and Alec Wilfred two years later again. Mabel seems 

to have had a lot to do with her brother Eric when he was small possibly because she was 

the eldest child and her mother needed her help, and possibly because in the six years 

between Reggie's death and the family move to Western Australia, troubles crowded in 

thick and fast on Frank and Elizabett, troubles which must have tested their Christian faith 

to the core. 

Eric was only two and a half when Ken was born, and one day when some of the family 

were out driving with the horse and buggy Mabel was holding Eric on her knee. The horse 

bolted the buggy overturned and Mabel and the baby were thrown out. Instinctively she 

tried to protect the child and somehow sheltered him with her own body. He was not hurt 

but her hip was injured and for some years afterwards she suffered from what they called in 

those days "hip disease".   A small locket given her by her Mother and one which came 

down to her from her grandmother Mary Standerwick, was damaged in the fall and still 

shows the marks of having been slightly crushed. That locket has been passed down from 

eldest daughter to eldest daughter since Mary Standerwicks day and at present is in the 

possession of my eldest daughter's eldest daughter, Nicholaa Stephens in Leeds England. 
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Elsie (Mercer) Tassell 

Ever since she was fourteen Elsie had been admired by one of the boys in the Church they 

attended in South Australia. Percy Tassell was very artistic and often when he met her after 

school and walked home with her he would give her flowers he had picked and arranged. 

Their friendship grew and as they got older it was understood they would have a permanent 

relationship though no actual engagement had been entered into at that time. However a 

quarrel blew up between them with the result that Percy walked off in a huff and soon after 

left for Western Australia where some of his family were already living. He married over 

there and had two children, a boy and a girl, and he and Elsie had no further 

communication with each other at that time. Elsie had genuinely loved him and as a result 

of the break had a nervous breakdown from which she took a long time to recover. 

0n top of all that scarletina went through the house and affectedthe younger children until in 

March 1903 ten year old Winifred died as a result of the disease. They had already decided 

to emigrate to W.A. and Frank was booked to sail with Mabel, Ruby and Leslie later that 

same year. It must have been very hard for him to leave Elizabeth still sorrowing, as they all 

were, for Winifred, with Elsie still not over her depression and with the three younger boys 

still under five. Baby Alec was only sixteen months when his father left for W.A.  Elsie was 

19, Bessie 14 and Doris 12. 
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Journey T0 W.A. 

 

Frank with Mabel, Leslie and Ruby travelled on the S.S.Marloo plying between Sydney and 

Fremantle, a vessel of 2638 tons. It arrived in Fremantle on August 29th 1903. It was a 

rough trip and my mother was so sea sick that she dreaded any sea trip from that time on. 

They settled in Northam, sixty miles from Perth, and a prosperous country town at the 

junction of three railway lines, the East-West line, the Wongan Hills/Geraldton line going 

north and the Great Southern going down to the port of Albany on the south coast.  

Frank opened a grocery store next to the railway station in Northam and they set to work to 

prepare for the rest of the family to join them as soon as possible. There was no Baptist 

Church in Northam at that time so they all began attending the Methodist Church which at 

that time was full of young people and very much alive under the leadership of the Rev. 

Charles Jenkins. Less than a year later on the 22nd June 1904 it is recorded that  

"Mrs Mercer and three children arrived on the Persic which had come from 

Melbourne via Adelaide".  

I presume that the three children were the three younger ones, Eric, Ken and Alec but I 

have no record of when the other three girls Elsie, Bessie and Doris came to Northam. 

They settled in and seem to have made many friends among the young people in the 

Methodist Church. Their names were transferred from the Norwood Baptist Church to the 

Perth Baptist Church at Museum St. but as far as I know they never attended it at that time. 

There was a very active society of Christian Endeavour in the Northam Methodist Church in 

which they all became involved. The Mercer young people swelled the ranks of the other 

young people already there - the Carters, the Wandsboroughs, the Morrells and many 

others who were the core of the C.E.Societies in the Church. Robert Weir and Jim Williams 

were also part of that group. They had come over with another young man, Alf Johnson 

from Ballarat in Victoria to try their luck on the Murchison goldfields, but soon became 

disillusioned and moved on to Northam to find other work there. They  had all grown up 

together in the Neill St. Methodist Church in Ballarat so it was natural for them to join the 

Northam Church and to take an active part in the Christian Endeavour Society.  

Jim found work with the Electricity Board while Robert worked for a time with Frank Mercer 

but later worked on Forrest Morrell's farm at Mawley out of Northam. The comment was 

made about him that he was "a little Hercules, could carry two bags of wheat in his arms at 

once"!  A picture taken in April 1905 of the Northam Wesley Young People’s Society of 

Christian Endeavour and presented to their President, the Rev.C.A.Jenkins, had 52 young 

Endeavourers including the Mercers, the Carters, the Wandsboroughs, Ettie Cowie and 

May Peters, and showing Frank Mercer, Jim Williams and Fred Carter as Vice-Presidents 

at that time. Years later Ettie Cowie who married Will Carter was present at a memorial 

service after the death of Mabel Mercer. She said that she and her friend May Peters had 

wandered into an evening service in the Northam Methodist Church years before,and would 

have wandered out just as aimlessly had not a young woman called Mabel Mercer 
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welcomed them warmly and invited them to come to the next C.E.meeting. They did and 

were converted and became active Church members from that time.  

Quite a few romances started from that circle of friends. Jim Williams married Edie 

Wandsborough and Fred Carter married one of her sisters. Will Carter married Ettie Cowie 

and Arthur Carter became my uncle when he married Ruby Mercer. Robert Weir's interest 

in my mother began then too although he was some nine years older than she. He was very 

quiet and she had no idea he was interested in her at all until one day when she had a bad 

headache the concerned tone of voice in which he asked if her head was very bad made 

her know that he really cared. 

In 1907 Robert Weir bought a block of land at Coolup south of Perth and moved down there 

with his beautiful horse Black Beauty of which he was so proud, to prepare a home for his 

bride. They married on the 2nd January 1908. Meanwhile Arthur Carter and Ruby Mercer 

had married in 1907 and he and two of his brothers bought property south of the railway in 

Cunderdin in the wheat belt. One of the brothers was killed in the first World War and the 

other moved away so eventually Arthur had the whole property. Their eldest daughter 

Winifred was born in September 1907 just a year before I was born and we were the first of 

Frank and Elizabeth's grandchildren and became lifelong friends.  

In 1906 a Baptist Church membership was formally constituted on the 14th February 

though at that time they had no building of their own. The main families in the Church were 

Acklands, Farmilos, Eggerts and Mercers. The Rev. George Menzies was the Pastor and it 

was he who married Robert Weir and Mabel Mercer on the 2nd January 1908. The wedding 

was performed in Frank Mercer's home and the witnesses were James Henry Williams and 

Elsie Maude Mercer. Robert Weir was described as 34 years of age, a batchelor and a 

farmer, while Mabel was a spinster of 25 years and a dressmaker. She also taught the 

piano. When Robert went to see Mr Menzies about having the banns of marriage called he 

couldn't remember whether Mother's name was Mabel Mary or Mary Mabel! Mr Menzies 

told him he had better go and find out for sure because "if you marry Mabel Mary you can't 

marry Mary Mabel!" 

Eric Mercer always called my Mother "Mabs" and that is what my Father called her too, 

sometimes changing it to "Queen Mab". Mother never called him "Bob" though most other 

people did. He was always "Bert" to her. 
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Elsie Mercer (continued) 

It is relevant here to include the rest of Elsie Mercer's romance as it was in Northam that 

she and Percy Tassell came together again. After his first wife died, Percy left his daughter 

Thelma to be cared for by his mother in Albany. He took care of his son Cliff himself, and 

usually took him with him wherever he went. He was an ardent yachtsman and sailed the 

"Aeolus" an eighteen foot dinghy which held the world record for that type of vessel. He was 

also a skilled fisherman, but wherever he went his pencils and drawing board went with him 

so that he could draw anything which took his fancy and attracted his artist's eye. 

After his wife died Percy decided to go to the Melbourne School of Arts to study anatomy, 

He was going to take Cliff with him as far as Kangaroo Island in South Australia and leave 

him with his (Cliff's) grandmother's twin sister "Auntie Matt".  While still in Perth he met an 

old friend of Adelaide days who asked him if he knew that Elsie Mercer was living in 

Northam. That piece of news made him promptly change his plans and go to Northam 

where he and Elsie soon became as deeply involved as ever. It was October the 3lst 1911 

before they married. By this time the Frank Mercers were living in Bayswater so until the 

wedding Percy and Cliff lived in a tent on the Mercer property, but when Percy and Elsie 

went off on their honeymoon to Rottnest Island, Cliff was sent to his Grandma Tassell.  

After they returned he lived with them and Elsie became his mother, a task she took on 

lovingly and carried out faithfully. She never made any differentiation between him and the 

children she later bore to Percy and to the end of his days Cliff looked on her as his much 

loved Mother. I remember once in my teens hearing him and one of his friends disputing 

about stepmothers and Cliff contending with much vigour that stepmothers were not all bad 

as his friend was trying to maintain, and that he had a good stepmother. My opinion of Cliff 

rose considerably that day as I loved my Auntie Elsie but didn't always love Cliff who teased 

me unmercifully! 

The big sadness of those years in Northam was the death of little Alec on the 2lst June 

l905. He was only three years and two months old when he died of bronchitis. 

Sometime in 1908 Frank and Elizabeth moved down to Perth. I was born in their home on 

September 4th 1908.  They were living then at Ericville 208 Aberdeen St. West Perth and 

were still there when Les Carter was born in their home 3 year later in September 1909.  
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Bayswater 

 

It was probably sometime in 1910 when Frank and Elizabeth Mercer moved from west 

Perth to Bayswater, four miles east of Perth. They bought a two acre property extending 

from Maurice St. through to Sanderson St. They still had Elsie, Bessie, Doris and the two 

younger boys, Eric and Ken at home at that time. Les, the eldest son had married Violet 

Cox on the 10th April that year and Elsie married Percy Tassell in October 1911. They lived 

in Lawrence St. until after July 1912 when Ethel was born, but soon after that they bought 

the Sanderson St. end of Frank Mercer's block and built themselves a home there, where 

five other childrer were born in the years that followed. 

Two years later in April 1915 Doris married Bramwell Hayward the son of two Salvation 

Army officers who ran a doll's hospital in Perth, where the popular celluloid dolls of those 

days could be mended when necessary. Bessie went up to Cunderdin to stay with Ruby 

and Arthur and to help her sister in her busy farm life, as she had helped Mabel at times up 

on the Goldfields. A certain Harry S. Shakelton, an Englishman, was working as a hired 

hand at that time for Arthur Carter. The outcome was that he and Bessie fell in love. When 

war broke out Harry decided he must return to England to join up. Bessie followed and 

worked in munitions factories there, marrying Harry in 1915 and returning with him to 

Australia when the war was over. They bought a block of land near to where Frank and 

Elizabeth had settled in Bayswater  and their first child was born there. They called him Eric 

but he died at birth.  
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AMY’S STORY 
 

According to my birth certificate I was born at 208 Aberdeen St. West Perth in Western 

Australia. At that time this was the address of my maternal grandparents. I was not sure 

when Grandma and Grandpa Mercer moved from Northam to West Perth, but since my 

parents, Robert Weir and Mabel Mary Mercer were married from their home in Northam on 

January 2nd 1908 and as I was born on September 4th 1908 the move must have been 

made sometime between those dates. 

My Father had bought land at Coolup, south of Perth in l907 and he and Mother went to live 

there after their wedding. It was to Coolup they took me after my birth in September 1908, 

but not for long because by the time I was six months old the farm had been sold and we 

were moving up to Brown Hill, one of the small gold mining towns on the “Golden " Mile" 

near Kalgoorlie. That must have been a hard time for my father with his high hopes of 

supporting his young bride and their first child. Curious to know why they had left so soon, 

in later years I found from old newspapers that that had been a particularly bad year in the 

Coolup area, and I think he must have lost all he had put into the land there. 

It was during that time too that something happened to his beautiful horse Black Beauty 

which he was so proud of, and it had to be put down. Black Beauty had been admired by 

James (later Sir James) Mitchell but Father had refused to sell. I never heard the whole 

story as Mother would not let us talk about it in front of Father, but all our lives in a 

prominent place in the home was the preserved hoof and shoe of a horse which I 

understood had been Black Beauty’s. 

Brown Hill 

88 Brisbane St. Brown Hill is the first address I remember, and the first home which lingers 

in my memory as I lived there from the time l was six months until I was nine. Father bought 

a small house on Brisbane St. with a smallgoods shop attached. When we moved in it must 

have seemed adequate for the family but by the time we moved away from the Goldfields 

there were five children and my father had made quite a few changes in that time. The front 

of the house facing Brisbane Street, was divided between the big room which had been 

fitted up as a shop where Mother sold groceries, sweets and other small goods, and the 

main bedroom. Behind the shop was a small passage with two small rooms leading off it. 

One of these was a store room for this area and behind the big bedroom was the kitchen 

which did duty as a living/dining room as well. This was not on the same level as the other 

rooms and we went up a small step from the kitchen to the passage leading to the shop and 

other rooms. Outside a big galvanised iron rain water tank on a stand had been set up 

behind my bedroom and close enough to the kitchen door as to be readily available. At the 

front of the house there was an open space from the footpath to the shop but a small fence 

kept our yard from being too open to the public. A small gate opened from our yard on to 

the street and inside that entrance was a shed in which Father kept stores of bran and 

pollard and wheat to sell as feed for fowls which many  people kept on the Goldfields. 
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 Big pepper trees made welcome shade on the bedroom side of the front of the house. 

Behind the house Mother had fenced off a fairly large area right down to the back fence 

where she could keep fowls, and what was left on that side of the house was her vegetable 

garden which she took great pride in. On the other side of the back yard Father had his 

wood pile where he chopped wood for the kitchen stove and he must have kept his horses 

and the cart and trap down there somewhere inside the back gate, but strangely enough I 

have no memory of them being there. He may have been able to hire stables somewhere to 

put them in.  

The only other place of interest in the back yard was the "dunny" as we called it in those 

days which was right on the back fence with an opening on to the lane where the night soil 

collector could remove the full pail and substitute a clean empty one. How I hated the long 

trek down to the dunny from the kitchen door! It was even worse when one of Mother’s 

roosters happened to have got out and chased after my bare legs. Hanging on to my 

knickers which had been unfastened from my “stays" before I left the house, I would flee 

terrified to the safety of the dunny and slam the door on the rooster, refusing to venture out 

again until my cries for help brought Mother to the rescue!  In spite of my fear of the rooster 

I loved tiny chickens which periodically emerged from the eggs Mother had had under one 

of the hens for some weeks. Mother always said the "White Leghorns“ were the best layers 

but the "Black Orpingtons" made the best mothers, so whenever a black hen began to go 

"clucky" she collected some eggs to put under her. Then a week or so later she brought the 

eggs into the house and in a dark room held each one up to a lighted candle to see if it was 

fertile or not. The ones that showed a dark centre were fertile and went back under the hen 

but the others she used for cooking. When the hens began to get too old for laying eggs, 

Father chopped off their heads and they went into the pot. He did this by placing their 

heads across the wood chopping block and severing it with the axe. What fascinated me 

was the way in which the body would run round without the head until it finally dropped. I 

can see Mother’s horrified face looking at this gruesome sight from my bedroom window 

and then running quickly away so that she could not see it any longer. Father used to go 

out delivering orders to their customers and he often took me with him. He fitted up a butter 

box as a little seat with back and sides in which I could sit in the cart and go with him and I 

loved those trips with him. Mother looked after the shop and I have very little recollection of 

what she sold except for the variety of sweets which always whetted my appetite when ever 

I got a chance to see them. I was not really allowed in the shop but I remember an occasion 

when the place was shut up that I sneaked in and helped myself to some of those tempting 

looking sweets. My guilty conscience made me look back at the door into the house and to 

my horror there was Mother looking at me through the crack! The other occasion when I 

was caught stealing was when I helped myself to the condensed milk in the kitchen 

cupboard. Once again Mother caught me in the act, but instead of scolding me she told me 

she did not mind my having condensed milk sometimes if I wanted it, "but don’t do it behind 

my back", she said "just go and get a teaspoon and do it in front of me." The only other 

thing I remember that Mother sold in the shop was home made ice—cream. This was in 
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the days before ice—cream was as common as it is now and I always think of Mother’s as 

the most delicious I ever tasted. She made it out of a vanilla custard mixture churned in a 

wooden hand turned churn, and the school children passing our door came and bought it 

for a penny a cone.  

The other animals we kept in Brown Hill were goats for milk. This may not have happened 

till my brother Jack was born when I was seven as Mother was advised to give him goat’s 

milk in preference to any other. I was always thrilled when the goats had kids, and looked 

on them as pets which I really loved. One of the major tragedies in my life at that time was 

when Father killed one of the kids I had loved and petted, for our Christmas dinner. I 

couldn’t believe he could do such a thing and felt he must be some sort of a monster. When 

the meal was actually put in front of me it nearly choked me even to look at it and I burst 

into tears and ran from the table horrified that the rest of the family could so cold bloodedly 

devour my pet. Goats seemed to survive the climate of the Eastern Goldfields better than 

cows and there were always wild ones roaming round in the bush and managing to survive 

on whatever they could find even in the driest seasons. My  brother Jim remembers taking 

an old one of ours which we had no more use for out to join the wild ones. By the time he 

had arrived back home the goat was there ahead of him. 

The kitchen was the room in which we spent most of our time. Inside the back door and 

opposite the door leading into the main bedroom was the big wood stove, black and shining 

with much polish. The big black kettle was always singing on it and the "fender" in front of it 

kept us children from getting too close. In front of the fender was a big rag rug made by my 

Mother’s youngest sister Bessie who spent some time with us at that time. There were 

other rag rugs too, scattered around the kitchen, which helped to make the room more 

comfortable.  

It was Auntie Bessie who taught me most of the nursery rhymes I know, and seem to have 

always known, and who first read Alice in Wonderland to me, but it was my parents who 

made sure I never lacked good literature. The love of reading was instilled into us very early 

and my brother Jim, two years younger than I, became known as the “bookworm“ because 

he never seemed to have his head out of a book in his early years. In those days before 

"mod cons" made housework so much easier my Mother had nothing of that kind. Washing 

day was always Monday and her zinc tubs were set up on a bench out by the rain water 

tank at the back of the house. She scrubbed the clothes on a wooden board, boiled the 

cotton things in a big boiler set over a wood fire, then rinsed them, first in clear water, then 

with Rickett’s Blue dissolved in the second rinsing water. Then out on to the clothes line 

slung across the back yard and held up out of the dirt by a clothes line "prop“ which was 

usually made by aborigines who came through periodically to sell them. We saw many 

aborigines on the Goldfields but specially at the season of the year when they went 

"walkabout" and headed off into the bush  beyond Brown Hill One year Mother was out at 

the wash tubs when a young aborigine couple came round the side of the house, each of 

them carrying one of their twin boys. They had seen the shop and wanted to buy some 
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condensed milk for the youngest twin who looked ill and much thinner than his brother. 

They were a nice couple and told Mother they had a small farm in York but were taking the 

twins for their first "walkabout". Mother gave them the milk, and then as it was a very hot 

day, suggested they might like to use her wash water to bath the twins. They were 

delighted and their mother not only bathed them but washed her own hair as well. They 

went off full of smiles and gratitude. Next year at the same time they came back again but 

this time there was only one baby. The little one had died during the year, but they brought 

Mother a photo of the whole family taken in York while the younger twin was still alive. 

Mother treasured that photo for many years. 

Other things I remember about that time are the things in the kitchen, the dining room table 

where we ate all our meals, the cupboard by the side of the door leading up to the passage, 

a cupboard where Mother kept most of the foodstuffs. It’s four legs stood in four jam tins 

kept filled with water to keep away the ants. Then there was the "Coolgardie safe" where 

the butter and the milk were kept. This was hessian sided with a square tray exactly the 

size of the safe on the top of it and another tray, bigger all round so that the safe legs would 

fit into it underneath on the floor. The top tray was filled with water and strips of flannel 

about one inch wide and six inches long were hung round it on all sides. One end was in 

the water and the other was draped over the side of the tray and pressed against the 

hessian. So the hessian was always damp and the tray at the bottom collected the water 

that dripped down. Keeping the top tray filled and emptying the bottom one was a daily 

chore. 

If Monday was washing day Tuesday was usually ironing day unless Mother had managed 

to get it all done on Monday afternoon. The clothes were brought in when they were dry, 

sprinkled with clean water, rolled up tightly and packed back into the basket with a towel 

over them to keep them from drying out. In this way they were slightly damp all over and 

ready for the hot iron to smooth out all the creases. There were no electric steam irons so 

Mother’s first irons which I remember were the "Mrs. Potts" irons, flat irons put on top of the 

stove to get hot then wiped over to be sure they were clean and used until they lost their 

heat. The one in use was then put back to reheat and another one removed from the stove 

to go through the same process. Father was always on the lookout for improvements which 

would make work easier for Mother. We graduated from Mrs. Potts irons to a charcoal iron 

and then later to a methylated spirit iron, all of them improvements in a way but none of 

them any more effective than the old flat irons had been. I remember a butter cooler Father 

brought home, made of some porous material which allowed the butter inside to keep cool 

and hard. There was also our "shower“ which made bathing more frequent than the once a 

week tub bath we usually had in one of the wash tubs in front of the kitchen fire. The 

shower was a bucket with a false bottom, filled with water, pulled up over our heads by a 

pulley and secured, then by pulling a cord attached to the false bottom the water poured out 

through the other perforated bottom and deluged us with water. No electric lights in those 

days either, only the kerosine lamps and hurricance lanterns if we went outside after dark. 

How I hated the job of washing and polishing the glasses on those lamps! 
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Jim (James Henry) was born just two years after me on the 5th of September, 1910, and he 

is the one I have most memories of playing with at that time. When Jim was nearly two, and 

I was nearly four, on the 15th August, 1912, Mother gave birth to another baby boy whom 

they called Robert, but whom we have always more often referred to as "Baby Boy" for he 

only lived eleven days and on the 26th was gone again. To us children his coming and his 

going had hardly made a ripple on the surface of our lives but I do vaguely remember 

Father coming out of the house one day when I was playing on the footpath. He was 

carrying a small casket which he placed gently on the floor of the trap and then got in 

himself and drove away. Baby Boy was buried in the Kalgoorlie cemetery and only a 

number marks his grave. For Mother that was a hard time and it was a very long time 

before the pain of losing that little one eased a little.  Elizabeth (Beth) was born on February 

lst, 1914 and John (called Jack by the family) followed on September 26th, 1915. Dora, the 

last of the family to be born on the Goldfields was born on the 14th June, 1917.  

With a growing family Mother found it hard to keep up with the work in the shop as well and 

when Father was invited by Mr. Walker (that mysterious figure who seemed to come in and 

out of our lives at intervals in those years) to become the Manager of the Co-op stores in 

Boulder City he agreed and the shop was closed. The stock was all sold and the big room 

at the front of the house turned into a beautiful sitting room where they were able to 

entertain visitors. The big display windows now became lovely big windows with long 

curtains for the sitting room, and what had been the shop door now became our front door. 

Visitors did not need to go round through the kitchen at all. 

Another change which came with the growing family was what we called "the shelter". 

Outside the back door Father put up a big bush shed built in the fashion of the "humpies" 

he and his mates, Jim Williams and Joe Johnson, had put up for themselves on the 

Murchison Goldfields when they first came over from Ballarat. The only difference was that 

the roof was not thatched with branches but he had discovered some new roofing material 

called "rubberoid" guaranteed to deflect the rays of the sun and to give a certain degree of 

coolness. When the building was complete our beds were all removed out there, and it was 

certainly a great deal cooler than on summer nights inside the house. Long before the 

shelter was built I had been moved from my parents big bedroom to a smaller room at the 

end of the passage. It was all my own but while proud to have my very own room I was also 

quite scared of the dark at that early age and when my door and the kitchen door was shut 

at night I felt very cut off from the rest of the family. It was at that time that Mother talked to 

me about the Lord Jesus and His constant love for me, and care of me. She hung a picture 

on my wall of a child crossing a bridge over a deep chasm, a bridge without any protecting 

sides to keep her from falling. Hovering over her was an angel with wings outspread 

guarding her as she walked, and Mother told me of the angels of God who watch over little 

children wherever they are. From that time on there have been very few things which have 

made me afraid, and I was never afraid of the dark after that. Another picture on my wall 

was a Pears Soap one which became quite famous, of a child sitting on a stool blowing 

bubbles from a clay pipe. 
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Probably my earliest memory is of trying to say "Mother". I remember standing alone 

outside the house by the tank stand trying over and over to get the word right but only 

succeeding in saying "Mubba“. 

When Mother’s birthday was approaching one year and I had nothing to give her, Father 

gave me two shillings to buy her something. I decided on chocolates and bought two bars 

of different kinds which I hid until the great day arrived. Long before that however the 

thought of those delicious chocolates began to plague me and finally I gave up and broke 

off a piece off the end of one of the bars. It was so good but how could I hide from Mother 

that I had eaten part of her present. I knew I couldn’t but carefully folded the silver paper 

over the damaged end hoping fervently that she would never know! 

Jim and I were both expected to do little jobs to help in the house. Jim was supposed to 

collect kindling for the fire, while I fed the fowls with their wheat in the afternoons and 

collected the eggs. Those were jobs I liked but others I was not so keen on, like setting the 

table or emptying the chamber pot! One day I remember being totally engrossed in a book 

called "The Wide Wide World" the story of a hopelessly good girl called Ellen. It was 

washing day and I knew Mother would probably call me to do something to help so I 

crawled under their big double bed right back against the wall where, by lifting the 

bedspread a little, I could get light from the window. Mother never guessed where I was and 

in the meantime I stayed there as long as possible reading, and sighing over the fact that I 

would never be as good as Ellen! 

The Brown Hill Primary School was at the far end of Brisbane Street and by the time I 

commenced there the Headmaster was my Mother’s cousin, Doug Mercer.  He was the son 

of Grandpa Mercer’s older brother Alf who had come over from South Australia and settled 

in York. Doug’s wife was Welsh, named Ceinwen and they had two children not yet school 

age. Though we called them Cousin Doug and Cousin Ceinwen out of school, we learned 

to address him as Mr. Mercer in school. I did not have much to do with him in school as the 

Head lady teacher was Mrs. Hamilton who had been many years in Brown Hill and was 

more responsible for the girls. She was strict but kind and just, and by the time I was at 

school she had already taught two and in some cases three generations of Brown Hill 

children. Jim came under Cousin Doug and seemed forever getting "the cuts". Mother 

couldn’t believe that her precious son could be so bad so one day she asked Doug did he 

really deserve to be punished so often. Doug said that there was no doubt that Jim was 

always getting into fights and for the very reason that he was his cousin’s child he felt he 

had to show no favouritism by overlooking his misdemeanours! 

There were times when for some reason, I did not want to go to school, so on those days I 

was very prone to “tummy aches". I can remember rolling on the mat in front of the kitchen 

fire holding my stomach and groaning in agony. My hard hearted Mother was not at all 

sympathetic and sent me off to school anyway! Brown Hill was on the edge of the bush 

which leads on to the Nullabor, and sometimes to give us an outing Father used to take us 

for a drive in the bush. On one occasion he invited the Mercers to come too, and because 

there were too many for the trap he let Doug drive that with Mother and Cousin Ceinwen 
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while he drove the cart with us children in the back. There were Jim and I and I think Beth 

and the two little Mercer children Helen and Lloyd. As we drove along we all leaned over 

the tail board at the back of the cart which could not have been fastened properly, for as we 

drove along suddenly it fell open and we all fell out! I still have a scar on my knee from that 

incident. 

On another trip when we were just the family the East-West railway line had just been 

completed and the first train was to go through to the Eastern States. Father drove us out to 

a place near the line east of Kalgoorlie. On the way out as we looked across to some low 

hills not far away we saw the figure of a man silhouetted against the skyline. He quickly 

disappeared and we heard a sharp whistle in the distance. Mother looked at Father 

mystified but he just shrugged and said "Two-up“ which meant nothing to me but apparently 

did to Mother. It was only years later that I learned that there were illegal two-up gambling 

‘schools’ functioning in isolated places near there, and lookout men were usually there to 

warn of police raids or of unknown strangers approaching. 

We reached the railway line and sat there waiting till the train came past with its group of 

VIPs on a little platform at the end of the carriages. We all waved enthusiastically and they 

waved back. We watched the train until it was out of sight. It was the first of many to cross 

the Continent.  

For those who are interested I have written elsewhere in more detail about life and 

conditions in Brown Hill at that time, and will not repeat here. (“Where Is Brown Hill” by Amy 

Moore) It is an era which has gone forever but I look back on those first nine years of my 

childhood as very happy ones. Father must have been doing fairly well as he made sure 

that Mother had help in the house whenever she needed it.  

As the family grew we had a German lady come in once a week to do the washing and 

ironing. She was quiet and didn’t talk much but she was very clean and efficient and Mother 

appreciated her. When the First World War broke out in 1914 she disappeared and we 

learned that she had been interned as an enemy alien. We felt sorry, but were never able to 

trace her. When Beth was a baby Father invited “Freda“ who had just left school to come 

and help Mother with the baby, and though she was not with us very long she became so 

attached to Beth that she considered her as "her baby" ever after and has been a lifelong 

friend. "Looey" (Thomas, I think) is the one I remember best as she was with us when Jack 

was born and afterwards, until she married and went to live at Trafalgar.  She was young 

and bright and we loved her, and after she left us it was one of my greatest pleasures to 

have Mother put me on the train in Brown Hill to go as far as the next station on the "Loop 

Line" where Looey would meet me and take me home with her for the day. Father usually 

drove over in the cart after he finished work to bring me home again. All the babies born in 

Brown Hill were born at home with a midwife taking up residence with us for two weeks and 

delivering the baby, only calling in the doctor if anything went wrong. Life was never the 

same during that period and I never felt happy until the midwife had taken herself off and 

Mother was once more in control. When one of the babies was born I was sent off to my 

grandparents in Bayswater and Grandpa came up specially to take me back with him. I was 
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about seven so it must have been when Beth was born, and I vividly remember how 

homesick I was. Mother’s youngest brother, my Uncle Ken, was the only one who could 

comfort me. Uncle Eric was at the war and Uncle Ken was a big schoolboy of about fifteen 

or sixteen at the time and I thought he was wonderful. He was certainly rather unusual at 

that age to be so patient and sympathetic to a little weepy seven year old girl. He became 

my hero then and remained so for many years. 

The midwife I remember best is one who came in when either Jack or Dora was born - 

probably Dora as I don’t think Looey was there. The midwife was very strict, and one day 

when I came home from school I was in no hurry to go inside where she was, so 

discovering a lovely patch of sticky mud where rain had fallen just inside the side gate I 

proceeded to make it into a slide. It was great and I was really enjoying myself sliding up 

and down in the mud when the midwife suddenly appeared. She was really mad as she 

saw the mess my shoes were in, and told me off with no uncertain sound. I don’t think I had 

ever had such a scolding in my life. I went to the gate and stood there waiting for Father to 

come home, muttering to myself "I don’t care! Mother would never have treated me like 

that!" I don’t remember the end of that story or what Father said when he came home. I only 

remember feeling that home was no longer home while "that woman" was still there. 

My spiritual training began early with grace at table, Bible stories, and saying my prayers at 

night. The latter usually consisted of "God bless Mummy and Daddy, Jim and Beth, 

Grandma and Grandpa, Uncles and Aunties, cousins and all kind friends, for Jesus sake, 

Amen." As the family increased so did the petitions. After Jim and Beth, was added Jack 

and Dora and, later of course, Mary and Muriel so that I could reel off the names of my 

family without any hesitation at all, and still can when I want to remember in what order they 

come!  

My first Sunday School was at the Salvation Army Hall in the next street. I could walk 

through a vacant block opposite our house and into the street the Army was in very quickly, 

usually going with Florence Brown, a girl of my own age who lived across the road from us. 

Captain Haskell and Lieutenant Stewart who were in charge of the little Brown Hill Corps. 

were quite young at that time. They were lovely girls who enjoyed working with children. 

"Cappie" as Miss Haskell was called affectionately, remained a life long friend until she died 

a few years ago. There was a Methodist Church in Brown Hill and I have never known why 

Father and Mother did not I attend there when he was brought up in the Neil Street 

Methodist Church in Ballarat, and he and Mother both were very active as young people in 

Northam Methodist Church under the Rev. Charlie Jenkins. For some reason which I have 

never known Father would not attend any Church at that time and the only place of worship 

he was happy for Mother to take us was the Army.  

Most of my memories of the Army are not of the spiritual teaching I got there but of some of 

the concerts in which I had a share, and to which parents were invited. At one such we 

learned some of the more ludicrous songs in the original Sankey’s hymnbook most of which 

were later deleted. We had to learn them and act out the story. One that sticks in my mind 

is of a boy who wasvery ill with T.B. The song went: 
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"I should like to die, said Willie 

If my Papa could die too 

But he says he isn’t ready 

’Cos he has too much to do!" 

Another was the sad tale of a little girl, beaten up by a drunken father and dying as a result. 

She went to be with the angels and the song that floated down to the remorse stricken 

father (which we sang) was: 

"Come, there’s room, 

Come, there’s room, 

Room in that beautiful Heavenly home" 

All our songs seem to have been full of pathos. 

The other concert I was part of when I was quite small and which I could never forget 

started off happily enough because I had a nice new dress, and was seated on a form on 

the platform in the very front row. I felt very pleased with myself! Alas, pride literally did 

come before a fall. Whether I dozed off, or leaned back too far forgetting there was no back 

to the form I don’t remember now but I toppled backwards onto the floor behind. It was not 

the force of the fall nor any physical hurt that made me refuse to be comforted. No, it was 

the dreadful humiliation of having fallen backwards with my legs in the air displaying my 

panties to all that crowded hall! I fled to Mother and found refuge where I could hide my 

tears and my shame in her so loving arms. Nobody could persuade me (though they tried) 

to return to the platform and face all those people again. 

Sometime during our last few years in Brown Hill Mr. and Mrs. Davey came to live there. 

They had five children, four of them belonging to Mrs. Davey’s first marriage and the 

youngest, a little girl called Valda from the second marriage. Mrs. Davey had been one of 

the Wansborough girls from the Northam Methodist Church and her sister Edie had married 

"Uncle" Jim Williams, my Father’s friend, so of course my parents knew her well. Another of 

the Wansborough girls had married my Uncle Arthur Carter’s brother Fred. Mrs. Davey’s 

first husband’s name was Doncon so the older children were all Doncons. Elvie was in her 

twenties and engaged to be married and Beryl was about fourteen or maybe less as she 

was for one year still at the Brown Hill school, and I loved it when I could walk home with 

her. But it was the two boys, both a little older than I who made an impression on me 

because they were the first males outside my relations who I had much to do with. Roy was 

the elder and was quiet and steady while Alan was bright and gay and unpredictable. They 

had an old cellar at the back of their house, down a steep flight of stairs which had been 

fitted up as a play room for the boys. They kept an old “magic lantern" down there and it 

was great fun whenever my parents were visiting there to go down the cellar and look at 

pictures. The Davey/Doncon family all began to attend the Queen’s Methodist Church and 

Sunday School over in Boulder City, and I talked my parents into letting me go there too for 

Sunday School on Sunday mornings. Mother had views at that time about Sunday travel so 

I was not allowed to go, as the Doncon boys were, by train, but that does not seem to have 
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worried me much as I walked both ways quite cheerfully. The distance in miles would not 

have been very great but it was across country through the mines and the "dumps" thrown 

up by the waste brought to the surface, and in the very hot weather there were often great 

deep cracks in the earth as well as old shafts left by would be prospectors. I never 

remember having any fears but was pleased when Father would sometimes come to meet 

me and give me a ride on his bike. 

Queens was a big, well organised Sunday School and Elvie Doncon was my teacher and I 

loved it when Assembly was over and we divided into our individual classes each with our 

own equipment. Years later I discovered that my Father’s elder brother, John, one of the 

twins, was stationed at the Methodist Church in Kalgoorlie as a young Methodist minister 

before the twins went to South Africa to live. That was in 1897. 

During those years in Brown Hill I only remember Mother having a holiday once. That was 

when Beth was a toddler and we all went to stay with Auntie Ruby and Uncle Arthur on their 

farm in Cunderdin. Although Auntie Ruby was five or six years younger than Mother she 

had married in Northam before Mother did and her eldest child, my cousin Win, was a year 

older than I. The second child, Les, was a year younger than I and one year older than Jim. 

Uncle Arthur (Carter) had bought land some thirteen miles south of Cunderdin in what later 

became known as "the wheat belt". 

When we visited that first time they were living in a four roomed corrugated iron farm house 

built on a slight rise above a gully. It was very hot and we were plagued by fleas that year 

probably encouraged even more by the hard earth floors in at least some of the rooms. Win 

and I did everything together and when we were told to take care of Ruth who was also a 

toddler at that time, we were not very pleased. We took her down to the gully which had an 

attractive trickle of water in it and between us managed to push her in so that she got both 

wet and dirty. Our mothers were not amused. Win was sent to bed without any tea and I 

expected to share her fate, but was not too concerned as we would be together and could 

have a giggle about it all. My mother, however, didn’t send me to bed or anywhere near Win 

and I remember sitting disconsolately on the doorstep watching the sunset sky, listening to 

the rattle of dishes inside that told of everybody enjoying a good dinner, and thinking how 

mean grown-ups are! So began my life-long friendship with my cousin Win, and from that 

time "Waverley Farm, Cunderdin" and my farm cousins, Win, Les, Ruth, Ella, Ern, Allan, 

Joyce and Frank all featured prominently in my background. While "Baby Boy" and Beth 

and Jack all seem to have been plagued by various forms of bronchial troubles Jim and I 

both seem to have been remarkably healthy. We had measles together, I think after I 

started school but before he did. It was fairly severe and Mother nursed us both in the one 

room, keeping it darkened so that our eyes would not be affected. After we were better and 

still convalescing Father came home one day with two big parcels one for Jim and one for 

me. For me he had bought a baby doll and for Jim a truck big enough for him to sit on the 

roof of the cab and propel himself round the yard. He amused himself with it for hours at a 

time. I liked my doll but privately felt it was not really the kind of thing I wanted. What I really 

wanted was a live doll. Perhaps that is the reason I was so delighted when my brother Jack 
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was born and was alive and real. He became my pride and joy and I loved to show him off 

and when he was older take him for walks down the street. 

The only other "illnesses" I can remember was when I had to have my tonsils out. I had to 

go to hospital for five days. I was not worried about this as my friend Elsie Parker who lived 

at the end of Brisbane Street had had to have a long spell in the childrens’ hospital when 

she lost one of her eyes through sitting on the back of their goat and leaning over to feed it. 

The goat suddenly lifted its head and one horn pierced Elsie’s eye. Our pity for her turned 

into almost envy when we visited her in the childrens’ hospital and saw all the lovely things 

she had been given and all the great entertainments that were put on for the children. Now I 

was to have five whole days of that kind of life too, and I thought it would be great. Alas for 

my hopes. I was not put into the childrens’ hospital at all but into the Kalgoorlie General 

Hospital and shared a ward with a woman who had a screen around her bed most of the 

time and I hardly saw her. Mother could only come in on the last day to take me home and I 

was lonely and homesick. Because my throat was sore my meals consisted mainly of beef 

tea which I began to hate and on the final day flatly refused to eat. The nurse told me that if 

I didn’t eat up every scrap I would not be allowed to go home when Mother came. I still 

remember the taste of tears and beef tea going down together and it was a long time before 

I could ever bring myself to take beef tea again! 

The First World War had its effect on us in Brown Hill as it did all over Australia. A wave of 

patriotism swept through the Goldfields and our young men hurried to join up as soon as 

they were eighteen. We went in to Kalgoorlie Railway station to see the first contingent off 

for training at Blackboy near Perth and then overseas. There was wild excitement as the 

train pulled slowly out of the station while whistles blew, people cheered and the train 

whistled "Cock-a-doodle-doo" until it was out of hearing. Everybody was buying flags, and 

white feathers were given to men they felt were shirking their duty by not joining up. Many 

of those we saw off so joyously that day never came back, and those who did were older 

and wiser and never again looked on war as a gay adventure. 

My Father’s younger brother, my Uncle Syd, was a school teacher at Woodanilling near 

Katanning in Western Australia when war broke out. Auntie Alice had died of TB leaving 

one child, a little daughter called Janet who was about the same age as Jim. When Janet 

was orphaned Mother wanted to take her and bring her up with her own children but in the 

end it was felt best for her to go to my Father’s parents in Ballarat where Auntie Flora and 

Auntie Agnes would make themselves responsible for her. As they were unmarried this 

seemed a good solution, and Janet had a happy home in Ballarat until she married.  

Uncle Syd came to see us in Brown Hill before he left for the war. He knew Mrs. Hamilton at 

the school quite well too and went to visit her while with us. I still have a beautiful leather 

bound copy of Lowell’s Poetical works which Uncle gave me as a keepsake at that time. 

Then he went off to France where he was a stretcher bearer. I vividly remember the 

telegram being brought to my Father telling him that Syd had been "Killed In Action". I was 

sent up to Mrs. Hamilton’s house on the hill to show her the telegram and tell her that Uncle 

was gone. 
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My Father tried to join up too but was turned down because of "flat feet". Unfortunately 

there was no badge given to those who had been rejected so he had to occasionally go 

through the humiliation of being presented with a white feather by some over patriotic 

busybody.  

Return to Table of Contents 

 

 

Jindarra Farm, Maya (on the Wongan Hills line) 

It was just after my 9th birthday at the end of 1917 when we left the Goldfields and moved 

to a farm on the Wongan Hills railway line north of Northam. I don’t know why the move was 

made but I do know there had been some trouble at the Co-op where Father was working. 

For some time he had been going back night after night to go over the books and find out 

what was wrong. I gathered from things I picked up in adult conversations that the book 

keeper Father employed had been lining his own pocket and there was a lot of money 

missing. Whether Father was blamed or whether he felt so responsible that he did not want 

to go on I don’t know, but once again Mr. Walker turned up and invited Father to manage a 

farm for the Co-op on the Wongan Hills line at Maya. 

By the time Mother and Father left Brown Hill they had five children; Amy, Jim, Beth, Jack 

and Dora, so it must have been quite a job moving us all. We went by train to Northam 

where we had to change on to the northern line and as there was quite a long interval 

between the arrival of the one and the departure of the other we spent the time at the home 

of "Uncle" Jim and "Auntie" Edie Williams. It was a hot night, our train was not leaving till 

very late so Mother settled us bigger ones down on a rug on the front lawn. The others 

dropped off to sleep very quickly but I was restless and couldn’t sleep so I finally crept in to 

where the adults were sitting around talking. Mother made room for me and I spent the rest 

of the time with my head on her lap half listening but not really taking in what they were 

talking about. We must have reached Maya next day but I don’t remember our arrival at all.  

The house was nice with a big verandah at the front and a lovely big kitchen where we 

spent most of our time. It stood in its own yard which was fenced in. Right opposite the 

house was a big paddock sown with wheat, and at the end of that paddock and down 

beyond the house were the stables with individual stalls for the five or six horses. Jim and I 

loved the stables and the horses and spent many happy hours climbing from manger to 

manger to pat the soft noses of the horses, or else outside on the roof where we converted 

each sheet of corrugated iron into rooms or classrooms depending what game we were 

playing at the time. We acted out stories we read and became ladies and gentlemen, 

 knaves and villians as suited us best. We had bits of biscuits or bread for food and used to 

take some of Mother’s vinegar and dilute it with water to make "wine" because that is what 

ladies and gentlemen drank! Beyond the stables again was a huge thousand acre 

uncleared paddock. That paddock was full of fascination to me as I wandered along the 
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well marked horse tracks, searching for wildflowers and listening to the bird songs. The 

bush had no terrors for me and I loved it.  

In June the wattles were beginning to flower and I arranged with Jim one year, as it drew 

near to Mother’s birthday on the lOth, that we would decorate the house with wattle 

blossom to surprise her. My idea was that when everybody was asleep on the 9th we would 

sneak down to the big paddock, pick bunches of blossom and have the house looking 

beautiful for Mother when she woke up on her birthday. I had already made a survey of 

exactly where the best bushes were so we would have no trouble finding them. All went 

well until the time for action. Then when I felt sure my parents were fast asleep I crept in to 

call Jim. But Jim was dead to the world and had no intention of crawling out of his 

comfortable bed to wander around the bush in the dark! In the end I left him and went off 

alone, righteous indignation keeping me from any fears I might have had and muttering as I 

went "Call himself a boy! Fancy letting a girl go off by herself into the bush at night! He 

doesn’t deserve to be called a boy!” I was still angry as I located the wattles and picked big 

bunches of fragrant flowers to take home, but by morning my anger had evaporated and I 

was able to enjoy Mother’s pleasure in the flowers on her birthday. 

At that stage in my life I was strongly imaginative and full of ideals. I loved reading and so 

did Jim, and Father encouraged us by buying boxes of books from Perth. There was never 

any rubbish among them. The classics became familiar to me and my love for Dickens 

started then. I read Walter Scott and was delighted with a volume by Harriet Ainsworth 

called "Old St. Pauls". It was a historical novel set in London at the time of the Great Fire 

and the Plague, and centered on the doings of a gang of underworld criminals who had 

their headquarters deep down in the crypt of St. Paul’s Cathedral. I could still picture it 

years later when Percy and I visited St. Paul’s together, gazed up at the beautiful ceiling 

and climbed up to the Whispering Gallery. I couldn’t help wondering what dark secrets lay 

deep down beneath our feet! Two volumes called "The Mysteries of Paris" by Eugene Sue 

were great favourites too. Arthur Mee’s "My Magazine" came regularly and many interesting 

facts learned from that magazine at that time still stick in my mind today, like signs of rain - 

ants busy storing food, and birds flying low and others. For Christmas we always received 

books among other things and while we were on the farm Jim and I were given copies of 

the Boy’s Own and the Girl’s Own Annuals. I doubt if he ever read the Girl’s Own but I 

devoured his as well as my own, and felt that boys’ stories were much more interesting than 

girls! Perhaps I was at a stage then which most girls go through at some stage of wishing I 

had been a boy instead of a girl. I certainly found boys’ stories and adventures much more 

to my liking than girls’. 

At that time too Jim and I took mottos for ourselves to live up to. I have forgotten what his 

was but mine was "What man has done, man can do", and I felt that if somebody else could 

do something so could I, and I was not content till I tried. 

It was while we were on the farm that notices appeared in the Perth papers about 

correspondence courses being opened by the Education Department for country children. 

Father caught at this immediately, and wrote expressing interest so that as soon as the  
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scheme was really started they put our names on the roll. Jim and I have the distinction of 

being the first two names to appear on the rolls of the Western Australian Education 

Department correspondence courses, and later during the Second World War when we 

were in China, I enrolled Frank in the same course and he studied at home until he was 

able to go to school. Our teacher in Perth was a Mrs. Atkinson, and all the time we were in 

Maya our daily lessons were supervised by Mother at the big kitchen table and then sent off 

to Mrs. Atkinson for correction. 

Once a week on Tuesday mornings the mail train came through from Perth, so on Tuesday 

mornings the oldest, mildest horse on the place was harnessed into the cart and Jim and I 

drove the three miles in to Maya Siding to collect our mail and , bring it home. The old horse 

probably knew the way and back better than we did, and we often tied the reins to the front 

of the cart while we got down and picked wildflowers letting her plod along the track until we 

caught up with her later. At the siding which consisted of one little room and a short 

platform at the side of the railway tracks, Mr. Mugridge, a farmer from the West side of the 

railway who was also the Acting Postmaster, was always there to welcome us. He got the 

mailbags off the train, unlocked the one room and sorted the mail. Then he gave us ours 

and lifted into the cart any boxes of books or stores which were too heavy for us. 

Sometimes there were cases of fresh fruit from the markets  in Perth. Mr. Mugridge often 

had a sweet for us and we looked on him as our friend. 

On the 12th November, 1918 the train was late and we waited a long time for it to come. 

Mr. Mugridge felt we must be hungry so he built a fire, helped himself to some potatoes 

which were bursting out of somebodys sack waiting to be taken away, and roasted them in 

the coals. We thought we had never tasted anything so delicious. Before the mail train 

came a goods train slowly made its way through. It was a long one and it seemed ages 

before the guards van finally came in sight. When it came past the platform we were 

electrified by the guard waving his flag at us and shouting, "Peace was declared at 

midnight". The war was over! When our mail train finally came and we were able to return 

home it was two very excited little people who carried the news being celebrated all over 

the world to one quiet little homestead in outback Australia. 

One of my most vivid memories was of bushfires, something every Australian who lives in 

the bush dreads and tries to prepare for. It was a hot, dry, sultry day and as we looked 

westwards towards Maya beyond the low hills that separated Jindarra Farm from the 

railway, all afternoon we could see dark smoke clouds on the horizon. As evening drew on 

they seemed to be coming nearer until finally we could see the flames topping the hills and 

beginning to race down this side in our direction. Fire is always terrifying when it is out of 

control and that afternoon as Father tried to prepare some kind of fire break between the 

fire and our crops which were ready for harvest, we were fascinated by the reactions of 

animals and birds. Not far from the house was a waterhole surrounded by trees and shrubs, 

and it was to this that animals of all kinds made their way. Forgotten for the time were their 

fears and antagonism to each other as they tried to escape the mutual terror. 
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In the meantime at the house, as the fire came nearer Mother was boiling up billies of tea 

which Jim and I carried down to Father and the neighbours who had come to help him try 

and save the crops. As darkness fell and we trudged back and forth I can still see the tired 

men with wet sacks beating at any burst of flames suddenly flaring up and threatening the 

crop. It was well into the night before they were satisfied that the danger was over and we 

could all drop into bed. 

Apart from the horses we must have had a few cows, because we seemed to have plenty of 

milk and butter for our own use, and I remember Mother making butter from the cream. A 

very lively little bull calf stays in my memory because of a funny incident connected with it. 

Father had it on the end of a rope and was trying to move it from one paddock to another. 

As Mother and we children stood in the safety of the house paddock, we saw Father with 

the calf coming at a great rate down the side of the fence. He was not pulling the calf. It was 

going for dear life with Father being pulled along behind it. He was laughing so much that 

he hardly had the strength to resist it. He was tugging backwards on the rope with all his 

might, at the same time digging his heels into the ground to try and put a brake on the 

animal. It was all hilariously funny and we all got a good laugh out of it. 

While on the subject of animals, we were all very sad one day when Father came in and 

said that he had found "old Kate" dead out in the uncleared paddock. She was a gentle old 

horse and really too old to be having babies, but she had been in foal and when her time 

came wandered off into the bush alone. It was all too much for her and when Father found 

her both she and her new born foal were dead. 

There were lots of wild turkeys in the bush round the farm and we often found their nests or 

met a female turkey with a brood of young ones trailing behind her. We were not afraid of 

them but we kept a safe distance from the big turkey "gobblers" who seemed pretty 

terrifying to us. Quangtongs,  the native peaches, were very plentiful around Maya and we 

picked many of them on our walks in the bush. Gum trees of course were plentiful too but it 

was there I first got used to the bigger leaved lighter coloured eucalypts. I loved to crush 

their leaves in my hands and smell the pungent eucalyptus smell that came from them. lt 

was a happy carefree life when Jim and I were cast very much on our own resources but 

never seemed to lack things to do. 

The three younger ones were too small to be much company for us, but I don’t remember 

ever feeling bored, and it was probably then that my deep and lasting love for the Australian 

bush was born. 

Return to Table of Contents 
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Memories of Maya by Jim Weir 

 

6/61 Crane Street, 

BALLINA, N.S.W. 2478. 

13th March 1982 

Dear Beth and Wilf: 

Thanks for your book of Memories. You have recalled some incidents which I had 
forgotten, and I will keep the book with the rest of my family papers and records, to 
read through from time to time when the mood strikes me. 

You enclosed a. newspaper cutting with your last letter, Beth, without making any 
comment. It referred to the death of Mr. Robert Weir of Raymond Terrace, N.S.W.  
Was it just the coincidence of names, or was he some family connection? 

I read a book recently about the early years in Geelong and Ballarat, and came 
across the name William Weire who was something to do with the Geelong council. 
At first I thought that the “E” on the end of Weir might be a mistake and that the man 
may have been Father’s long lost brother, but when I checked the date I could see 
that it was not possible. 

My memories of Maya are a little bit dimmed by time too. I remember the rain coming 
after a long dry spell and all of us running out of the house to get wet for the first time 
in a long time. I also remember being at the Siding when the train came through on 
the morning after the War ended. The fireman leaned out of the engine and shouted 
the news to us, and as soon as we had collected our supplies from the train we 
drove the old horse home as fast as she could go, to bring the tidings to Mother and 
Father. 

You were right about water being carted. There was a 1000 gallon tank on the dray 
and Father drove this over to the Government Dam which was(I think) about seven 
miles away, and when he returned he had to syphon the water out of the tank into 
the troughs for the animals. There was a dam on the farm too, but this was dry long 
before the rains came.  (The 1000 gallons seems a bit large. It would weigh when full 
over 5 tons! -  Amy) 

Mother supervised all of our school lessons. She had started us on lessons before 
the Correspondence Classes began, and as soon as they started we were enrolled 
and Mother only had to supervise our work and post it down to Perth at intervals. 
You were right about the big machinery shed. There was a small petrol or kerosene 
engine in it, which was used to drive the chaffcutter. 

I can’t remember how many horses we had. There were at least two who pulled the 
implements, but I have an idea that there might have been a spare one as well. Then 
there was Linda, who pulled the spring cart when Father drove it, and Kate who was 
very old. and used to take Amy rnd me to the Siding when we went alone. 

There was no chance of Kate bolting or doing anything silly, as she was incapable of 
raising a trot, let alone a gallop. We used to get off the cart on the way to the Siding, 
pick flowers or play games and eventually trot down the road and catch up to the cart 
without much trouble. Once started, Kate would keep on walking at the same steady 
pace, about three miles per hour, and she didn’t worry about us at all. 
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Bayswater 

We were only at Maya for two years or less and then moved down to Bayswater where 
Grandma and Grandpa Mercer now lived. For a time we lived out near them on the 
Beechboro Road, and I know that for a short period we lived in tents on Uncle Harry’s block 
of land. Uncle Harry was Auntie Bessie's husband. He came from England and got a job 
working in Cunderdin for Uncle Arthur. Auntie Bessie met him there and they were attracted 
to one another so when the war broke out and he went back to England to join up, she went 
too and worked in a Munitions factory. After the war she married him and they came back to 
Australia. They bought a block of land out near Grandma’s and built their home on it. This is 
where we had a temporary home until we found something more permanent. 

My grandparents, after moving from West Perth, bought two acres of land which extended 
from Maurine Street to Sanderson Street in the district now known as Embleton.  At that 
time not much of the area had been cleared, and it always seemed a long walk from the 
Bayswater railway station along Beechboro Road, with no shelter on either side, out to what 
was known as Mt. Panorama. Grandma and Grandpa’s home was on the far slope of Mt. 
Pam (as we called it) and to reach it we had to climb the hill after that long walk, get to the 
end of the paved road which was the Beechboro end of Maurice St., and then go through 
another hundred yards or so of soft sand to reach Grandpa's front gate. What a wonderful 
relief to get inside the gate and be greeted by the scent of all the lovely old fashioned 
flowers that Grandpa delighted to grow, and to come into the cool shade of a huge golden 
wattle in the middle of the front lawn, or under the five big black wattles which covered the 
back part of the house. Over the front porch was a sweet scented honeysuckle that helped 
to fill the air with fragrance and the house which they called "Weeroona" (haven of rest) 
always seemed to be just that to me. It drew us all, the whole clan, like a magnet, and they 
were rarely without some of their children or grandchildren in and out. 

After Auntie Elsie married Percy Tassell, he bought the half of Grandpa’s block that faced 
on to Sanderson Street and built a home for themselves there so my Tassell cousins all 
grew up very close to their grandparents, and whenever we visited the one home we saw 
the others also. Grandma's was a great place for family reunions and at Christmas or any 
other family occasion we all gathered there. The various Aunties brought food and pooled it, 
and we often spread a long table out under the black wattles to have a buffet meal. We 
didn't know much about barbecues in those days. We children loved to swing across from 
branch to branch of the wattle trees and end up climbing on the tank stand attached to the 
windmill and slide down the pipe to reach the ground.  

There was no scheme water laid on out there at that, time so we either used the water from 
the tank pumped up by the windmill or else pumped it up by another pump which was just 
outside the kitchen door. There was a lovely earthy smell and taste about that pump water 
which I always associate with Grandma's home. A big cage of canaries near the back door 
kept the air full of song and they also had three cockatoos, two of them young and healthy 
and quite attractive but the third was old and crotchety and when Grandma let it out of its 
cage as she often did, we children watched out for its sharp beak. Then there was 
Grandma’s shade house just outside the back porch which was her pride and joy. Grandpa 
looked after the main garden but she loved her shade house and we always went to look at 
it whenever we went there. She grew asparagus ferns and maiden hair and fishbone, 
cyclamens and begonias which flourished in that atmosphere and some of them grew up 
through the roof. Grandpa had a beautiful wisteria over the front gate and in the garden 
mignonette and nasturtiums, petunias, pinks and pansies, and one year he had hydrangeas 
in pots which he kept changing round.  
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Grandpa, when I knew him, was white headed with a white moustache and beard and he 
was very deaf, but always cheerful. He would sing as he bent over his plants, and 
sometimes the canaries seemed to be singing with him. I remember one of his favourite 
hymns was "Beulah Land" while Grandma's was "Peace, Perfect Peace".  Grandma was 
little and plump, always busy around the house and always resourceful.  She wore black 
alpaca aprons with big pockets in which there was always a piece of string, and a New 
Testament as well as other useful things. When they first moved to Bayswater they started 
attending the Baptist Church away down on the other side of the railway line on the 
Guildford Road and Grandpa taught Sunday School there for at least two years. Uncle Eric 
and Uncle Ken, who were the only ones left at home by then, became members there. But 
the district in which they lived offered no spiritual help to the people who lived there so 
Grandpa, with that pioneer spirit that had brought his father out from England and. which 
was also in his father- in-law Thomas Barnes, commenced a Sunday School in their home 
and later services for adults. 

I remember attending that Sunday School for a time and also going on a picnic with a 
number of the children and neighbours out to a place in the middle of a paper bark swamp 
which I think is now about where the Morley shopping centre is. At that time it was 
uncleared and the old paperbarks were so bent that if they didn’t have their feet in the 
water, we could use them as seats. There was quite a lot of dry ground where we could 
spread our picnic lunch and have games and I always think of it as a lovely place to go. All 
through that part there were lots of wildflowers which we picked and took home with us. We 
children knew where all the wild orchids grew, and when Spring came each year we tried to 
be the first to find the flowers as they came out. As the congregation grew too big for their 
home a little Church building was put up on the top of Mt. Panorama and became the 
centre of worship for people in that district. 

It was non -denominational and Grandpa became responsible for the services and often did 
the preaching himself. He and Grandma were very respected all through the district and 
when the first world war broke out quite a few of the boys from the surrounding homes 
came in specially to say goodbye to them before they left. I think Grandma felt saying 
goodbye to them almost as much as to her own laddie. Uncle Eric was only seventeen 
when the war broke out and couldn't wait for the day he would turn eighteen and couId 
enlist.  "I couldn't hold him back" Grandma said to my Mother. She would gladly have done 
so if she could.  

Beth remembers that after the singing of the hymn "Will you meet me at the Fountain?" at 
Mt. Panorama one day, Grandpa asked her if she knew where the Fountain was. He then 
so beautifully described Heaven to her that she longed to be there, and it remained in her 
mind as a place of beauty and joy. 

My own early memories of Grandpa are of his long prayers and the long time he took over 
grace before meals! But I loved him and Grandma, and there was a gentle saintliness about 
them that somehow attracted me even in my worst moments. 

When we were living near them I used to run over on Sunday mornings when I thought they 
would have finished breakfast and would be having "prayers" which I wanted to join them 
in. They always gave rne the little old Victorian antique chair to sit on and then Grandpa 
read something from the Bible and he or Grandma prayed. That prayer time never seemed 
long and I always went borne feeling uplifted, and blessed. That all ceased of course when 
we moved nearer the centre of Bayswater. Father got work in the Government Printing 
Office and I think it was at that time too that he joined the Star Bowkett Building Society and 
paid a regular sum into it every week with the view of buying his own block of land. 
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As I remember names were drawn regularly each month and the one who drew 
successfully was able to use the money in hand to buy land or buiId a house.  After that he 
continued to pay in monthly amounts to cover what he had borrowed until it was all paid off. 
It was a long time before Father's name was drawn, but it did come up eventually and he 
bought the acre of land in Wisbech Street which is the house we all remember best. 

Before this happened however we had a number of moves away from the Beechboro area 
where Grandma and Grandpa, Auntie Elsie and Uncle Percy Tassell and Auntie Bessie and 
Uncle Harry Shackleton all continued to live. We moved down nearer the State School 
which Jim and I were now attending, nearer the shops and the raiIway station. It had been a 
long walk along the Beechboro Road in rain or shine and with no shelter on either side. 
Halfway home we often stopped by a little stream, clear and cool, which ran under a culvert 
built across the road. There we could pick and eat beautiful crisp watercress and 
sometimes we caught gilgies, a type of smal1 crayfish which abounded in the fresh water 
streams. If we had a tin we carried them home to cook and eat and thought them as 
delicious as any crayfish. 

Our first move was to a small house in a street down behind the Methodist Church called 
Clyde St. I  don't know how long we lived there but it was at that time that Colin Fisher 
came into our lives. The Fishers lived at the end of our street on the corner of Murray St.  
Colin was the same age as Jim and in the same class at school.  He was an only child so 
was often in and out of our house. Mr. Fisher had a bull dog, ugly and rather frightening to 
me, but Father admired it a lot and told us bulldogs were among some of the best breeds of 
dogs we could have. I remember Mrs. Fisher as dark haired but sailow and obviously 
unwell. While we lived in Clyde St. she died of TB.  Mother was with her a lot in the last 
days.  She begged Mother to look after Colin and she promised to do so. He came to live 
with us and was with us for some years until out of the blue a well to do race horse owner 
turned up and claimed Colin as his son! 

Colin’s name was really Colin Southee and the Fishers had fostered him from a baby so 
that he did not know his own father at all. Colin was taken off to a very different type of life, 
but he never forgot us and continued to regard us all as "family". He told Mother once that 
he wanted to be the same kind of man that Mr. Weir was - good living and clean, no 
smoking or drinking or swearing - so Father must have made an impression on him. 

Mary was born while we were at Clyde St. and for the first time Mother went to a nursing 
home for the birth of one of her children. I remember her being very indignant because the 
Matron advised her to drink a bottle of stout every day as a tonic. I think she did take 
something (but not stout). It was also at that time that she began to be plagued by the 
varicose ulcer which affected her health till the end of her life. 

The other neighbour whom I still remember was an old lady, Mrs. Simpson, who lived next 
door and had her 100th birthday while we were there. The Prince of Wales, who visited 
West Australia in 1920, came to visit Mrs. Simpson to congratulate her, but I didn't see him 
then because I was in the United Schools Choir who learned special songs for weeks 
before he came, and then all gathered on a specially built platform in front of the Perth 
Railway station to welcome his arrival. That's when I learned to sing, "Land of Hope and 
Glory". Being so near to the Methodist Church we children all went to that Sunday School, 
and also to the Band of Hope which was quite a popular temperance effort for children in 
those days. We signed the pledge, and promised to "touch not, taste not and handle not 
intoxicating drink" a promise which I doubt if any of us at that, age really understood, or 
possibly kept in later years. One jingle we learned to sing with great gusto was: 
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"Merry Dick you soon would know 

If you lived in Jackson's Row. 

Each day with a smiling face 

He goes singing to his place –  

Chorus  My drink is water bright; (repeat: "water bright" twice) 

From a crystal stream". 

I arn a teetotaller by conviction because of what I see drink doing to our young people, but I 
can't say I have kept: that pledge entirely and I question the wisdom of asking such young 
children to sign something like that which they probably did not understand. 

Our next move was to King William St, a long street which runs from the railway line right 
through to the Guildford Road. We were at the railway end and still quite near the school 
and the Post Office and the Methodist Church. The garden was long and narrow, only about 
the width of the house but with a good back garden and a much longer part extending down 
to King William Street. The house was on a rise so we climbed up from the front gate to the 
steps which led into the house. There were a number of fruit trees, a big mulberry just 
outside the back door and fig trees in the lower front garden. I kept silk worms in those days 
and fed them on the mulberry leaves and when I had a good book I spent a lot of time 
perched up in the branches of the mulberry tree reading.  
 
Jim and I both commenced at the Bayswater State School when we came from Maya. We 
had both done so well in the Correspondence Course that after being tried out for a few 
months in the classes we had been in at Maya we were both put up into the next class. On 
my first day at school I felt very shy and strange being in a school situation again after two 
years in the country learning at home.  I was put next to Ella Bailey who, sensing my 
unease, and with that warm nature of hers that always reached out to anybody in distress 
took me under her wing. She showed me what to do and where to go and it was not long 
before I was feeling quite at home. I made other friends at school but Ella remained my 
friend for the rest of my 1ife and a few years ago when she knew she was dying of cancer 
she wrote me a lovely letter saying, "You've been the best friend a girl could have ever 
had."  I thought the same of her. 
 
Another friend I had at that time was Ada Harrison, the daughter of the Harrisons of 
‘Dawson and Harrisons’, the nursery gardeners at Belmont who also had seed and plant 
shops in Perth. Ada lived too far to go home for lunch so she always brought it to have at 
school, but since I lived near enough to go home I used to take Ada with me to eat her 
lunch there. One day as we cut through the side gate of the school to our back gate we saw 
Mother hanging out clothes on the line. That may have been the first time I had taken her 
home but I remember how surprised I was when Ada said, "Is that your Mother? What a 
lovely face she has."  I suppose I had never thought before that my Mother was beautiful 
but I was pleased to have one of my friends feel that way. Ada used to bring me bunches of 
sweet peas from the nursery gardens when they were in bloom and plentiful and they made 
me the envy of my other friends. I always took them home to Mother and their lovely 
fragrance filled the house and were a joy to us both. Another person who came into my life 
at that time was the Rev. Robert Strickson who was the Pastor of the Bayswater Baptist 
Church and because there was no minister at the Methodist Church he took the weekly 
Scripture class for both denominations at school. 
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He and Mrs. Strickson had been with the Strict Baptist Mission in India before they came to 
Australia. They had no children but were so gentle and kind that children and young people 
all loved them. I enjoyed his classes and my first attempt at writing a story was when I was 
in his Scripture class. I tried to write the story of the colt that carried Jesus into Jerusalem 
and wrote it in the first person as though I was the colt. Mr. Strickson highly commended it 
and said I might be a writer one day! 

I was chosen to be one of the few who could sit for a scholarship and go straight to Mod 
(Perth Modern Sehool).  I had to go to back to school night after night for extra coaching 
from our Headmaster, Mr. Henzell.  I don’t remember his coaching at all but I do remember 
his love for astronomy and the night sky. When it was time for us to go home he used to 
come out into the playground with us, and point out the constellations, telling us their 
names and trying to instill into us something of his own love for the starry heavens above 
us. 

I didn't get the scholarship for a very silly reason. On the day when we all had to go in to sit 
for the exam at the Perth Girls’ School, I was ready bright and early and went in on the train 
to Perth. With all the others from schools all over the State I waited for the doors to open, 
and then to my unspeakable horror discovered I had left my registration card at home. 
Despair overwhelmed me and without stopping to think or consult a member of Staff I 
rushed back to the station to try and get a train home to get my card and come back. Of 
course I couldn't and I remember crying all the way home as I began to realise I could never 
get back in time. Mother must have been as upset as I was but she didn’t reproach me 
though she too must have been bitterly disappointed. 

So I went to Perth Girls' School for three years and then after passing seven subjects for 
my "Junior" I went to Mod for the final two years of my High School life. .Jirn chose to go to 
the Perth Tech. where he seemed to do well too. 

I enjoyed my years at Perth Girls’. We were divided into Professional, Commercial and 
Domestic groups and because I had never wanted to do anything else but teaching I went 
into the Professional group. The difference was that in Commercial more time was given to 
such subjects as typing and shorthand as an addition to the basic subjects which we all 
studied, and in the Domestic course a good deal of time was spent each day at the 
"Centre". The Centre was a lovely way of learning domestic arts. The school had bought an 
old house which was attached to one end of its property. It was fitted up as a home and 
girls were taught to make beds with proper mitred corners, prepare and light a wood fire as 
well as keep the hearth polished and clean and the stove shining with Metter’s Stove 
Polish. We learned the correct way to set a table with linen tablecloth and serviettes, and 
the right cutlery for every type of food in the right place. 

Cleaning was part of the training too, cleaning silver, polishing furniture, sweeping floors 
(with damp tea leaves sprinkled around first if there was much dust. No carpets.) and of 
course dusting everything in sight! When we had exhausted the possibilities of the little 
house we moved on to the big laundry next door where we learned to sort clothes into the 
right catagories - whites, coloureds, cottons and woollens, things to boil and things to gently 
hand wash. From there we graduated to the ironing tables where we learned to use 
different irons, the ordinary flat-irons, the "goffering" iron to set the tiny pleats in womens’ 
collars used in those days, and also the irons with rounded ends used for polishing mensJ 
hard collars and stiff dress shirts. We made starch and learned when raw starch did a better 
job than boiled starch.  We also learned how to fold and iron the long white tablecloths of 
that period and the starched serviettes, and how to iron and fold mens’ shirts.  
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The final year was given over to the Cooking Centre, rather expensive cooking to my 
Mother's way of thinking, as we used the very best materials and the full quota of 
everything, eggs, butter etc., but if we took the materials we also took home the finished 
product and there was no doubt that they tasted good. It was all good training for any girl 
though it was left to Mother to introduce me to cheaper ways of cooking and to substitutes 
which could be used quite effectively.  

Commercials and Professionals only had one day at the centre each week and in spite of it 
being hard work at times we generally welcomed it as a relaxation from hard study. 

Nell Preston was my friend at PGS, a country girl from Darkan who boarded with an Aunt at 
Maylands during her High School years. We travelled on the train together each day as 
Maylands is the station next to Bayswater and we did a lot of things together. One year in 
the long holidays she invited me to go to Darkan for a week. As I was going as usual to 
spend some of the holidays with my cousin Win at Cunderdin I decided to go first to Darkan 
on the Great Southern line and then come back as far as Northam to change trains for 
Cunderdin. The train to Darkan was one of the very old slow trains that left Perth early in 
the morning and didn't reach Darkan till after dark. There was only a small platform and a 
shed reminiscent of Maya siding. The train only stopped long enough to put me and my 
luggage off, and then went on leaving me standing alone on a deserted platform. There 
were no other people, nowhere to sit, and nobody to meet me! I waited awhile to see if 
somebody would turn up and then wandered along the line a bit to look for some sign of 
houses. It was getting darker all the time and not easy to see but suddenly I saw a light 
through the trees and aimed in that direction. As I got nearer I could see it was a campfire 
with a lot of Italian workers sitting around it, probably railway or forestry workers. Not 
wanting particularly to walk into a whole crowd of foreign men, I went back to the railway 
line and walked along it again in the direction nf Perth, and soon saw lights of a house or 
houses through the trees on my left. I went and knocked and found it was the home of the 
people who ran the Iocal Post Office and Telephone Exchange. I explained my plight and 
they rang the Prestons whom they knew and the mystery was solved.  Flooding in the 
Darkan area had made Nell send me a telegram to go on to Williams and not get off at 
Darkan. I had left too early to receive the telegram so I got off at Darkan while my friends 
were waiting for me at Williams. The Post, Office people gave me a meal, and a couch to 
rest on until Nell could get through from Williams. It was quite a few hours later before they 
came and drove me home to their farm. 

From King William Street our next move was to Coode Street where we rented a big block 
of land on the corner of Garrett Road with a house on it big enough to house our family. 
The big advantage to my way of thinking was that it was near the river and we could walk 
straight down a short distance to the other end of Garrett Rd. to where there was a very 
popular swimming area in the Swan River with a diving board, and mens' and womens’ 
dressing sheds. We spent many happy hours after school or at weekends at "Stoney’s". Not 
far from there the Baileys kept a number of canoes which Ella and I get a lot of fun out of 
when we weren't swimming. We often took the canoes as far down the river as the railway 
bridge and dived or jumped as we got higher, into the deep water below. When the races 
were on at the race course across the river at Belmont it was great fun to swim across from 
Stoneys and watch the horses go round to the winning post on the side furtherest away 
from us. All the time we were in Coode St. I was going in by train to Perth Girls’, but we 
were no longer going to the Methodist Church but to the Baptist which was nearer. Mr. 
Strickson was still the Pastor there and Mrs. Strickson became my Sunday School teacher. 
Mr. Strickson was well loved throughout, the area and welcomed warmly even in the homes 
of people who never attended the Church, ours or any other. He belonged to the"Strict 
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Baptists" and though he never said so, I think he felt baptism was essential for salvation . 
He never lost an opportunity of urging baptism on us and it was under his ministry that I 
was baptised when I was thirteen. In spite of that and the fact that I had no doubt but that I 
loved the Lord and wanted to be a real Christian, I was certainly no saint. I could lose my 
temper very easily and I remember once while Colin Southee needed to pass me to have a 
dip in the inkwell he managed to splash a drop of ink on my work. That really made me mad 
so I finally picked up the inkpot and threw it at him. It didn’t do any damage to him but it did 
cover his white shirt with ink and that made Mother cross with me. I can understand that 
now but then I felt I was justified and Colin was completely to blame. I was old enough by 
this time for Mother to expect me as the oldest child to take some responsibility in the home 
and when she took a holiday for a few days on the farm with Auntie Ruby she left me in 
charge of cooking the evening meal for the family each day. I often look back and wonder 
how the family survived that week. I remember the kitchen full of smoke as I tried to light 
the fire (perhaps this was before I learned how at PCS) and burnt the chops which Father 
comforted me by saying he liked! Father must have had to fill in a lot of gaps when he got 
home from work that week! 

Our next and final move was to Wisbeck St. Father had won the draw at the Star Bowkett 
Society at last and was able to buy an acre of land on the corner of Wisbeck and Walton 
Streets and extending through to Leake St. Later he sold the half acre on Leake St. and 
kept only the two quarter acre blocks facing Wisbeck St. The small house which went with 
the property was on the one furtherest from Walton St. so we had plenty of room to play on 
the side furtherest away from our neighbours. After the war when Mary married Syd Tidey, 
they bought the Walton/Wisbeck St. block and built their own home there next to the home 
in which Mary grew up. To the house already there, Father added two rooms on the front 
with a verandah on the front and side, and we all moved in. While we were all still at home 
we used the side verandah and part of the front as sleep outs. It was before break-ins were 
so common and we went to bed with our doors unlocked or even open on hot nights, and 
we girls slept on the verandah without a fear of being molested. 

Our next door neighbours were the Atkins family and as their' boys were close in age to our 
boys and their Joan and our Mary were about the same age we came to know the family 
well. I was older and so didn't see quite so much of them as the others but both families 
lived peacefully side by  side for many years. It. was not long before Mother knew 
everybody in our street, partly because of her natural friendliness, partly because she would 
offer help if she felt any family was in -trouble and partly because she was an expert at 
using homeopathic medicines and all her neighbours came to Mother when they had aches 
or pains. I have never dared to discredit homeopathy because we were brought up on it and 
we were all pretty healthy. Mother certainly believed in it and we never complained because 
the sweet pills which she administered were much nicer than some of' the other medicines 
of the day. In fact if the medicine cabinet- was unlocked we enjoyed helping ourselves to as 
many as we dared without Mother knowing we had been at it. 

In spite of a big family and of not having an over abundance of this world’s goods I 
remember home as being a happy place which we all loved to come back to. That, I think 
was mainly due to my parents. They must have had their disagreements but we never 
heard them and to us they presented a united front. My mother was always there when we 
got home and to me, whether I was coming home with glad news after a good day or 
whether my heart was bursting to share some deep trouble, there was security in knowing 
she would be there to share it with. "Home" was the lovely smell of cooking and my Mother 
busy in the kitchen with a warm welcoming smile for each of us as we came in. My father 
was not a communicative man and perhaps it was h i s Scottish background which made 
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him slow to show much affection. He kissed Mother when going out and called her "Mabs" 
or sometimes "Queen Mab" and I never doubted the love between them, nor did I ever 
doubt; his love for us children though it was rarely expressed. In the mornings he was 
always the first up. He lit- the wood stove in the kitchen, put on the kettle and made a pot of 
porridge (the only thing he ever had for breakfast even after the rest of the family had 
converted to cold cereals). Then he opened the oven door, pulled up his chair so that his 
feet could rest on the warm door and with his big Bible on his knees and his glasses 
perched on the end of his nose, he began his morning Bible study. When the kettle boiled 
he made a pot of tea and brought all of us who wanted it, a cup of tea in bed. We had no 
alarm clocks that I remember but I do remember Father’s voice waking me morning after 
morning with "There or there-abouts! " (meaning it might not be exactly the time I was 
supposed to get up but near enough) 

Mother was the disciplinarian with strict rules of conduct and speech, but we knew Father 
would back her very firmly if we became too loud in our protests.  Jim and I, as we got 
into our high school years, had a Iittle ditty we recited in unison when we didn’t exactly 
agree with what Mother had said, but would not continue the argument: 

"If Mother says a thing is so, it must be so, even if it isn’t so.” 

This move to Wisbeck St., brought us much nearer bo the Baptist Church. The front of the 
Church faced the busy Guildford Road but the back of it was easily reached by crossing a 
vacant block a little further down our street and squeezing in through a broken picket in the 
fence around the Church. We were at Sunday School in two minutes flat!   I became 
involved with the Young Peoples’ group in the Church and in the Christian Endeavour 
Societies, Assistant Superintendent of the Juniors, and later I became the official 
representative for CE for our Church in the Metropolitan Council where I made a wide range 
of friends from other Churches of different denominations throughout the Metropolitan Area. 

It was after the move to Wisbeck St, that I commenced at the Perth Modern School where I 
remained for the next two years.  "Mod" was at West Perth on the far side of Perth from 
Bayswater so I had a longer distance to travel each day, but I made friends with others who 
came on the same trains and it became fun to travel back and forth each day. Nell Makin 
lived in Bayswater and T knew her well and we chummed up with twins who lived at 
Midland Junction, some eight miles further out than Bayswater. Jean and Pearl Sloman had 
come to Mod. from the Midland High School so we were all new and strange together. 
Jean, Nell, Pearl and I became a foursome who did everything together. It was a good 
friendship which has lasted through till now. 

By the time I finished at Mod. I was seventeen and that year was one of the most eventful 
of my life. I was a very restless and unsettled teenager at that time. I had many friends in 
the Church and out of it, and was involved in all the Youth Group activities which included 
lots of parties and picnics when we had fun together. Smoking and drinking and dancing 
were taboo but we found our fun in other ways and on the whole had a good time. Yet in 
me there was a growing feeling of discontent. I threw myself into all the games and other 
activities that went on and then came home and got into bed with a deep sense of 
dissatisfaction even though I assured myself we had had a good time. I asked rnyself 
"What’s the matter with me? Christianity is supposed to make us happy, but I'm not happy, 
and I don't know what to do." I looked at my Mother, busy, hard-working and often so tired 
with all she had to do for her big family and yet showing a quiet serenity and peace in her 
life that I knew came from God. Why wasn't I like that? And how could I get like that? I read 
my Bible (sometimes!) and prayed (sometimes!) but I was still dissatisfied. I spent, the 
September holidays on the farm with Win, and enjoyed that as always,  being teased by 
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my cousins, galloping round the paddocks on horseback with Win and the boys as they 
went to water the sheep or do other chores, or with Win and Auntie in the big farmhouse 
kitchen, preparing meals, baking cakes, churning the cream into butter, scalding the big 
pans of milk on the top of the stove to make some clotted cream to eat with the fresh bread 
that always smelled so good. Sometimes when it was less busy Auntie would make cream 
puffs and cut sandwiches and we would all go off for a picnic, usually in those days to 
places where the pink and white wild ever- lastings grew in profusion and made a lovely 
carpet of flowers as far as the eye could see. I always took home a bunch of everlastings to 
Mother and they lasted until the following year.  

That year of my seventeenth birthday Win came back wi th me to have a holiday in Perth, 
and although she had other relations in Mount Lawley she spent the first part of the holiday 
with me. On the first. Sunday night back we went to the Baptist Church and found there was 
a special "Mission" going on. A group of Methodist laymen were just, completing a series of 
meetings they had been holding during the week. Mr. Frank Rogers and Mr. Arthur Hill 
were the leaders, and Mr. Rogers spoke that night on "Full Surrender", a subject new to me 
but which caught my attention from the start. The fact that God had a plan for my life if I 
would only hand over the controls of that life to Him, and let Him direct me into His ways 
was something which had never hit me before. It hit me very forcibly that night because I 
was very conscious that I had been trying to direct my own life, but with all my 
independence and strong will was getting nowhere except to be more and more dissatisfied 
with everything . 

At the end, when an invitation was given to come and kneel at the front seat if we would like 
to surrender our lives to God's control, I felt I must if I was going to have any peace in my 
heart. I glanced at Win sitting beside me and wondered what she would think. But somehow 
I didn't, really care what anybody thought.  I felt only the urge to go forward and surrender 
myself to God, and as I got up to go out to the front, to my surprise Win was getting up too 
and we went and knelt together, as we had done so many things together in our lives. 

I knelt there and followed Frank Rogers in a prayer of dedication to God. It was a very 
solemn moment when I felt God very close, and as Win and I walked home together later, I 
felt that something tremendous had taken place, something almost too serious to talk about 
and I just wanted to get alone and think about it. Win, on the other hand, was on a "high" of 
joy and excitement, and talked most, of the way home. Before I got into bed I knelt beside it 
and said,  

"Lord, I really meant what I did tonight.. I want you to take control of my life and show 
me what You want me to do and I promise to obey you."  

It was a covenant between God and me which was the turning point in my life and which as 
I look back I have never regretted. During the months that followed J found a new interest in 
reading what the Bible says. Somehow it seemed more relevant to me, and I found a new 
love for the Lord which brought joy and peace to my troubled heart. I began to attend a 
regular weekly meeting which the Methodist Laymen held in the city. I was spiritually hungry 
and those regular Bible studies gave me the food I needed which Mr. Strickson's simple 
sermons never did. It was not long after that however that the Stricksons moved down to 
Narrogin and Mr. and Mrs. Hogg came from the Shetland Islands in the far north of 
Scotland to be our Pastor. He was a gifted Bible teacher and he came to us at a time when 
I needed just such teaching. I soaked in every sermon and often had long discussions wi th 
him about them. He started a monthly Keswick type meeting in Perth for the deepening of 
the spiritual life which became very popular, and which I attended regularly. 
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By this time I was teaching Sunday School at the little Mission Hall on Mt. Panorama where 
my grandparents were still very active. At Easter in 1926 we spent some time there thinking 
about the Cross and the resurrection and what Easter really means. The greatness of 
God’s love and what He did for us became more real to me. Soon after that, while these 
thoughts were still very much in my mind I had a very vivid dream, so vivid that I have 
thought of it as more of a vision than a dream. It has remained clear in my mind ever since 
and has probably affected my life more than any other thing. 

THE VISION 

It was dark, that kind of darkness which we experience during an eclipse of the 
sun, when for a few moments the sun's light fades and everything hushes into 
stillness in the half light. I was kneeling alone on the slope of a hill among 
some low bushes, but I soon became aware that I was not alone for 
somewhere down in the darkness below me I could hear the faint murmur of 
voices. Ail this was in the background of my subconscious mind for my eyes 
were centred on another hill slope across to my right where the figure of a Man 
hung bleeding and dying on a wooden cross. His agony was so great that my 
own heart was filled with a deeper pain than I had ever known before, the pain 
of watching the suffering of a loved one and being unable to do anything to 
help. I thought my heart would break. Then He turned His head and His eyes 
looked deep into mine over the distance that divided us. The pain in my heart 
ceased and the love He poured into the very depths of my being was like balm 
upon a wound, or like peace after a storm when the tumult dies down and 
there is quietness. Only then did I become aware that in my distress over what 
He was suffering I had been clutching the thorny bush where I was kneeling 
and the thorns had pierced my hands and made them bleed. The deeper heart 
pain had made me oblivious to the physical pain until His look brought peace 
to my heart. I have loved Him ever since and far more than any other love He 
has brought into my life, He is first always. 

The third thing that happened in that eighteenth year of my life and which was to have a 
lasting effect on my future was when I attended a valedictory meeting for Doris Cole, who 
though some years older than I, was one of my friends. She was going out to Shanghai as 
a missionary with the London Missionary Society and a farewell meeting was held in the 
Maylands Methodist Church. 1 walked over from Bayswater to attend, but don’t remember 
anything about the meeting except that the speaker said, "Doris has heard the Lord's call 
'Go ye’ (quoting from Mark 18:15) and she is going in obedience to that command.” I didn’t 
hear a Voice from Heaven, but at that moment, strong and clear within me, was the 
conviction that God was saying to me "You go". Everything else in the meeting faded into 
oblivion and as soon as I had said goodbye to Doris I got out the door and started for home. 

It was some two miles walk but I wanted to walk alone with God and find out what this was 
all about. He couldn't possibly want me to be a missionary. As I looked up into the starry 
sky I said, "Lord, You know I couldn't be a missionary. We couldn’t afford it anyway, and I 
am the eldest and most needed at home. Where would I go? How would I get some 
training?" All these and many other questions went through my mind, but I couldn't get 
away from that strong conviction that God was calling me to be a missionary. Finally as I 
reached Wisbeck Street I gave in and said, "Alright, Lord, if that is what You want, but You 
will have to show me how.” It must have been soon after we came to Bayswater that I saw 
a set of slides on Africa shown us by Miss Effie Varley, one of the early workers with the 
Sudan Interior Mission. Those slides touched my heart and I remember thinking, "I would 
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love to be a missionary. ” From then till I was 17 I don’t remember having any particular 
interest in missionary work, but after that I became the Foreign Missions agent for the 
Church and because the Baptist mission field was India at that time I learned a lot about 
India. 

On the family scene things were happening too. On the 26th of November 1924 on what we 
always oelebrated as Father's birthday, (though we found out later it was actually on the 
24th he was born) my Grandmother Weir was burned to death when the home in Ballarat 
burned down. One of Father's twin brothers from South Africa was staying with them at the 
time and he had urged the two Aunties, Flora and Agnes, to go out together for once as 
they never left Grandmother without one of them being home. She was senile by this time 
and Grandfather was too old to care for her by himself. Uncle settled her in bed and later 
went to bed himself leaving Grandfather sitting by the kitchen fire and Janet, my cousin 
whom the Aunties were bringing up was in bed too. Whether Grandmother lit a candle arid 
it caught the curtains we were never sure, but the fire started in her room and was well 
alight when a neighbour saw the flames and raised the alarm, 

Uncle was able to get his father out and Janet, but his mother was already dead before he 
got to her. They said she must have died very soon and would not have suffered, but it was 
a terrible shock for everybody. Over in the West we knew nothing of this until we saw it in 
the paper. Father used to come home on the train after work every day with Mr. George 
Robertson who lived out near Grandma and who was an old Ballarat boy. On the day after 
the fire they were sharing a paper as they sat in the train and suddenly a small paragraph 
caught Mr. Robertson's eye telling of the death in Ballarat of Mrs. Robert Weir and giving 
details of the fire. He was sure Father knew nothing of this so he kept this part of the paper 
to himself, and then when they got off the train walked part of the way home with him and 
told him what he had read. My Father was not a man who showed his feelings easily nor 
was he very communicative, but I will never forget how white and ill he looked that 
afternoon when he came home. It was Mother who told us the story later and though he 
never talked about it, we knew he felt it deeply. He loved his mother and had always 
cherished a hope that he would some day be able to afford a trip with Mother to Ballarat so 
that the two people he cared for most could get to know each other. Now that hope was 
gone forever. 

Soon after that Mother became pregnant again. This was a surprise as Mary was already 
six and we had thought the family was complete. Muriel was born on the 3rd of September, 
the day before rny seventeenth birthday. This time Mother went to a nursing home which 
had been opened by Mrs. Melsom, an old family friend out along the Beechboro Road and 
not far from Auntie Elsie’s. "Matron" had brought a number of the Mercer grandchiIdren into 
the world and years later she was to usher my youngest son into the world too after she 
had moved her centre to Guildford. Mother’s varicose ulcer which had plagued her for years 
fIared up at this time and in the end became so bad that she could hardly stand on it or 
walk. The result was that at the end of my High School years instead of going on to train as 
a teacher which had been my lifelong ambition, I came home and housekept for a year so 
that Mother could completely rest her leg and perhaps heal it. All my PGS training came in 
very useful as I washed and ironed shirts for Father and the boys and cooked the meals for 
the family, cutting lunches and getting the younger ones off to school each morning. Mary 
remembers being very indignant with me one rainy day when she got caught in the rain and 
came home because she was so wet. She hoped that this would mean the end of school for 
her that day, but her hard hearted big sister made her change and go back as soon as the 
rain stopped! Muriel, whom I had not felt very welcoming about before her arrival as I 
thought we already had a big enough family, was a beautiful little fairy with big blue eyes 
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and at that time golden curly hair. I simply adored her and she very soon became the centre 
of my life. Beth was struggling with her life-long enemy asthma, which often made it 
impoosible for her to go to school. I can remember Father sitting with her in his arms some 
nights, by the fire, holding her upright so that she could breathe.  Uncle Percy Tassell 
always had deep sympathy for Beth because he was an asthmatic himself and when a new 
device called an atomiser came on the market he bought one for Beth to help her breathe.  
It always amazed me that in spite of all the schooling she had to miss she seemed to 
manage to keep up with her class. 

I don’t know that I told anybody at that time of my missionary call but it was there in my 
mind a!ways as a goal for the future. I began to think of Bible braining but there was no 
such place in Western Australia though the Rev. Carmen Urquhart was hoping to start 
some evening classes. Then one evening through a young man who was working among 
the Aborigines in the North of W. A., I heard about the Melbourne Bible Institute. I tucked 
that information away in my heart and quietly decided that I would go there one day. At that 
time Melbourne seemed like the other end of the world but Mother was getting stronger arid 
I decided I would get a job, one that paid well, so that I could save to go to Melbourne.  

One day I saw an ad. in the paper for telephonists with the Government, I knew it was one 
of the best paid jobs open to women at that time so I registered to take the entrance exam. 
That proved to be quite easy for anybody who had finished High School and I passed 
second in the State. I was given some basic training on a big switchboard in the Telecom 
centre in Perth and very soon found myself in a small room at the back of the South Perth 
Post Office under the kindly eye of the Postmaster. Two other girls joined me there, Nancy 
Coombes and Winnie WoIf and I found that Winnie was the one who had come first in the 
State just ahead of me. We became close friends and spent three years together at South 
Perth. We worked well together and we relaxed well together, often going off on our days 
off with our current boy friends to have a picnic somewhere. Sometimes Nancy would bring 
her younger sister and I would bring Muriel and we would spend an afternoon swimming at 
Crawley baths. I was earning good money and was able to contribute to the household 
expenses and that helped Mother, but I also saved what I could with the certainty of God's 
call to be a missionary growing within me. 

It was during those depression years that. I came home one day to find Mother in tears, an 
event so unusual, that I was almost relieved to find, it was only ( ! ) because Father had lost 
his job. I didn't, appreciate then, though I can now, what it must have meant to Mother, with 
a family of seven children to care for to know that there would be no money coming in 
except what Jim and I contributed to the household expenses. It was a hard time for her 
and for Father who had jarred his hand on one of the machines at work and because he 
could not use it, and (it was whispered) because the Boss wanted to put one of his own 
sons into the job, Father was put off. There was no union to take up his case, and no 
compensation, and he had to just stay at home until his hand was well enough for him to 
look for another job. Before that time however, in desperation over the family needs, he 
applied for the job of night soil collector, a job that was well paid but very despised . When I 
thought about it I was humiliated that my Father should be doing such a job, but I don't think 
it really affected us children much as he did it by night or in the early morning and we never 
actually saw him driving the cart, or emptying the pans. Now I am proud that my Father was 
not too proud to do any job however humble and degrading so as to keep his family fed. It 
was while he was doing that work that something happened in his spiritual life which I 
believe was the influence of a woman who was a member of the Baptist Church and a real 
"mother in Israel". She knew Father and always managed to be somewhere round when his 
work took him near her place. I don't know what she said or it, might have been the cup of 
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tea ready for him when he came, but he changed and I noticed that he began to read his 
Bible again and to show an interest in the Church. Later when his hand was healed he got 
work again at another printing firm (Pitman's) and life became more normal for him and 
Mother again. 

By 1928 I was beginning to make plans for going to Melbourne for Bible study. I had saved 
enough to pay my fare and fees for the first year but I was wondering if I could not get a 
transfer to an Exchange in Melbourne and by working night shifts have plenty of time to 
attend classes during the day. When I enquired about a transfer to Melbourne they toId me 
I would need to transfer to Adelaide first and then on to Melbourne. Adelaide required that I 
should be able to handle the big inter exchange switchboards as well as the smaller local 
ones, so regretfully I applied for a transfer from South Perth, where I had been so happy, to 
the bigger Freemantle Exchange to learn the new skills. Because Fremantle was too far to 
travel back and forth daily from Bayswafer I boarded at the Girls’ Friendly Society, my first 
experience of living away from home. There were about 20 girls at the Fremantle Exchange 
and it was much busier than South Perth had ever been but I loved it and very soon learned 
to handle even the most difficult switchboards. 

Before all of this happened Win and I had thrown ourselves wholeheartedly into a big 
National Christian Endeavour Convention to be held in Perth with delegates coming from all 
over Australia. Les Gomm, one of our young Baptist ministers in the West, had been 
appointed National Superintendent for CE and his leadership both at state and national 
levels was a joy to us all. Win and I joined the choir and loved some of the songs that were 
chosen, and because I was on the Metropolitan Committee I was abIe to share all the 
excitement of meeting and welcoming people as they arrived from other states. Win stayed 
with us for the week and together we went to everything. 

After it was all over I went to the farm for a holiday and Win and I travelled up on the train 
together. We found two other CE delegates travelling on the same train to somewhere east 
of Cunderdin so we joined forces. George Jenkins was a candidate for the Methodist 
ministry, and Norman Williams was a young farmer from one of the areas near Cunderdin. 

Norm and Win seemed mutually attracted to each other so George and I made ourselves 
scarce by moving out to the end of the corridor where we could stand and talk. It was the 
beginning of a long friendship. Win eventually became engaged to Norm, but later broke it 
off when it became obvious they were not compatible. After I moved down to Fremantle 
where George happened to be living at that time he began to date me fairly regularly, and 
we filled in many of what would otherwise have been fairly lonely evenings together. I think 
it filled gaps for both of us because while we became fond enough of each other to enjoy 
our times together we were both very aware that nothing more permanent could come of it. 
His future was in the Methodist ministry in WA, and mine was in some country which I didn't 
even know yet, so we erected barriers beyond which neither of us felt we should go. 
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Adelaide 

By 1929 I had obtained a transfer to work in the big central exchange in the centre of 
Adelaide. Mother’s youngest brother Ken, by this time was married and living as manager 
of an orange orchard at Athelstone out in the foothills. It was arranged that I should board 
with them, and 1 was there three months. The tram line from Central Adelaide only went as 
far as Paradise so I had to find some way of getting from there to Athelstone which was 
further out. Uncle got a bike for me and I practised on the hill roads out near where they 
lived until I felt confident enough to cycle to Paradise and back every day. The winds on 
that road were often very strong and I found it hard going specially after a busy day at work, 
but it solved my problem and I enjoyed living with Uncle and Linda and their two children. I 
have a vivid memory of the big juicy sweet navel oranges which were ripe in the orchards at 
that time and which Uncle kept us supplied with. 

The big Exchange with its calls coming and going from all over the State was a challenge, 
and demanded quickness of mind and fingers but I found myself enjoying it and was soon 
keeping up with the best. Living so far out rather restricted my social life but one bonus of 
that three months in Adelaide was that I got to know my Mother’s relations, most of whom 
had been only names until then. Grandpa Mercer's two unmarried sisters still lived in the 
little house in Magill where he had grown up, and I often went to visit them. Auntie Janie, 
the elder, was tall and thin and rather austere but very kind and so glad to welcome 
"Frank’s granddaughter”. Little Auntie Mary was gentle and loving and I used to feel 
sometimes that she found the modern world almost more than she couId cope with. After 
she died they found in her Bible a few lines which I felt expressed her feelings. 

"And is it death at last  

coming so gentlewise? 

A dropping of weary hands  

A closing of tired eyes 

Passing away in peace,  

Simply letting go  

Falling asleep, asleep  

Peacefully, gently so. 

She died less than three vears later. 

Myra Mercer was another unmarried woman in the Mercer family, the daughter of Grandpa 
Mercer’s older brother Ben. She was nice and I liked her though also in a funny way feeling 
sorry for her. She struck me as being a real "old maid" rather at the beck and call of other 
family members. Occasionally I met Great Uncle Will Adams whose first wife, Grandma's 
sister Blanche, was the mother of Mother's cousin, Muriel, whom I knew well as she was 
living in the West. By this time he had married for the third time, I think, as his second wife 
Gertrude, who was also Grandma’s sister, had died earlier. Uncle Ken and Linda often took 
me to the Clothier home as they lived fairly near to Athelstone. 

Emily Clothier, mother of "the Tribe" was the youngest daughter of Grandpa’s brother Joe 
who was ten years older than he. She married Ben Clothier and they had eleven chiIdren, a 
big friendly jolIy family reminding me in a way of my Cunderdin cousins. It was always fun 
to go there. 
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Melbourne    September 1929 September 1931 

In September I had my 21st birthday at Uncles and a few weeks later was on my way by 
sea to Melbourne. I was going to commence at the Melbourne Bible Institute at the 
beginning of their final term for 1929. Helen King, a friend from WA, was on the ship from 
Fremantle and I joined her so that we could travel together. Helen's fiancé, Arthur 
Matthews, had commenced at MBI earlier in the year to train for work amongst the 
Aborigines and Helen was on her way to join him there. I knew Arthur well as they lived in 
South Perth, and Mrs. Matthews was an old friend of Mother's. When I had an hour or two 
off at the Exchange I often spent it at their home. Sometimes when I was on night duty I 
went there for tea. 

I knew nobody in Melbourne and Arthur and Helen had been invited by Mr. and Mrs. Charlie 
Sandland, who were Council members of the United Aborigine Mission which they hoped to 
join, to stay with them for the few days before MBI opened for the new term. When they 
heard I was with Helen they kindly extended their invitation to include rne and I found 
myself in a big hospitable home always filled with young people and always sure of a warm 
welcome from Mrs. Sandland who never seemed to mind how many additional mouths she 
had to feed. Of their own family there was Mary, who was twenty and lived at home to help 
her mother, and "Mac", a schooI boy of sixteen, and the other member of the family who 
was home was another Amy, a missionary working on Sunday Island in the Northern part of 
Western Australia. As it was rather confusing having two Amys, we decided to call one of 
us by our second name, only to find that we were both Amy Margarets! The Sandland home 
in Coburg remained open to me even after I started at MBI and there were often times 
during my first term that I was more than grateful for the warmth and welcome that I always 
received there. As time went on and I became involved in Church Iife at Armadale and 
made more friends as well as getting to know my Ballarat relations better, I didn’t need to 
take refuge at Coburg but I was always grateful for their kindness to me in those early days 
when I was lonely and homesick at times. 

"Angas” was the name of the Girls’ Hostel where I was to live. It was in the charge of Miss 
Morton, the daughter of the Rev. Lockhart Morton who had opened one of the first Bible 
Colleges in South Australia and had been in charge of it until his death. Miss Morton was 
not young and reminded me in some ways of my own dear little Grandma. She had strict 
rules but I found her kind and with a good sense of humour hidden underneath. It came to 
the surface occasionally when I got fed up with rules I felt were silly and sometimes 
managed to break them. Miss Morton reproved me, and then with a twinkle in her eye said, 
"You are a naughty girl Amy." I felt like a two year old again. 

I spent two happy, learning, growing years at MBI under the good solid Bible teaching of the 
Rev. Clifford Nash. He was an old man by this time and had learned to know God through 
some hard experiences in life. As he went through various books of the Bible with us the 
Word of God opened up and became real to me in a way I never dreamed it could. Many 
times as I sat and listened, I had that deep sense of being in the Presence of God and all I 
wanted was to be aIone with Him and worship Him. 

While my missionary call remained strong within me I still had no idea where God wanted 
me to go and from my first weeks in MBI I began to pray that He would show me very 
clearly where He wanted me to serve Him and to keep me from making any mistake. 
Another prayer I prayed continually was that God would guide me in the matter of marriage, 
and keep me from making mistakes in this very vital area. George and I had separated on 
happy terms and there were no hurts there because we had both known we had no future 
together. But Harry Lupton was a different matter. Harry and I had met through the 
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Metropolitan Christian Endeavour interests and he had been dating me intermittently for 
some time. He often took me out on his motor bike and I enjoyed that. My parents knew him 
and liked him and like myself he had a clear call to missionary service but not sure where. 
We corresponded all the time I was in MB I and shared many ideas and thoughts, but whiIe 
I liked and admired him in many ways it did not worry me that I would not see him for two 
years, nor did I get excited over his letters as I did over the ones from the family, nor did it 
trouble me much if I didn't hear for awhiIe. In some ways I felt towards him more like a big 
brother than a prospective husband ! 

I made new friends in MBI and perhaps the most significant in the light of future events was 
Allison Pike. Her parents were in China and it was during our first term at MBI that Mr. Nash 
called her to his study one morning and broke the news to her that her father had been 
killed by brigands. The way she took this shattering news was a blessing to us all and when 
she was asked to choose a hymn soon after, her choice was significant of her whole 
attitude. It was "Jesus triumphant, though the storm clouds break". She had grown up in the 
Chefoo Schools in Shantung, China, come home to do a nursing course at the Alfred 
Hospital where she was a Gold medallist and was now, with her younger brother WaIter, 
living with her Mother's sister, a singIe lady in Armadale. So she was a day student at MBI.  

With Allison I began to attend the Armadale Baptist Church and got involved with the lively 
group of young people there. Through Allison again I began to attend a prayer meeting for 
China. We were all supposed to attend one missionary prayer meeting at least. Helen and 
Arthur always went to the United Aborigine’s one and found it a great chance to get 
together, but I didn't want to tail round with them so I went to the China one with Allison. 
Through this meeting and again through Allison at other times, I began to know another 
group of young people who had all been born in China and attended the Chefoo Schools 
through which they had a common bond. So the Embery girls, the Porteous girls, Ruth and 
Christine, Mary and Arthur Matthews, Connie Webster and Kitty Waters, who worked in the 
CIM office, and of course Allison’s brother Walter, all began to look on me as "Allison’s 
friend" and accepted me into their circle. 

The long Christmas holidays gave me the opportunity to spend some time in Ballarat, 
where Grandfather Weir was still being looked after by Father's two younger sisters, Auntie 
Flora and Auntie Agnes. My cousin Janet was also still living with them, so I was able to get 
to know this part of my family. Grandfather was a gentle old man with (to my ears) a strong 
Scottish accent, who spent most of his time in an armchair by the kitchen fire. He always 
had a little black "dominee" cap on his head and his beloved pipe in his mouth. I think Janet 
had been with them so long that he had forgotten that she was not his own child, so when I 
turned up he was delighted to welcome his granddaughter. PeriodicalIy he would take his 
pipe out of his mouth, look round and say, "Where's my granddaughter?" The Aunties and 
Janet were very involved in the Neil St. Methodist Church where my Father had grown up 
and I got to know some of the young people there as I went with Janet to various youth 
functions. 

It was during the Christmas vacation of 1929 that I went to my first Upwey Convention (later 
Belgrave Heights). Auntie Flora liked to go each year and she paid for me to go with her. I 
loved it, and the beauty of the bush and the fun of joining with hundreds of other young 
Christians in big tent meetings, learning new songs and listening to world famous Bible 
teachers, was a new and fascinating experience for me. During one Christmas break I went 
to work in the Melbourne City Mission helping the Matron, and living in. That was an eye 
opener to me as I rubbed shoulders with girls off the street, visited the "lockup" at nights to 
see what women had been brought in and to see what we couId do to help them. 
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We also spent a lot of time distributing food and clothing to destitute people many of whom 
were literally starving in those depression years. I had never considered our family anything 
else but poor, but we never starved, and the poverty and hardship and degradation I met as 
I visited homes in the area was something new to me. On the one hand I would see a whole 
family squeezed into one double bed with one small room as their home, and the smell of 
urine pervading the whole tenement; on the other hand there were people who were equally 
poor and destitute, yet clung to their shreds of dignity and struggled to keep their little 
corner as clean and fresh as soap and water could make it. I was seeing life in the raw and 
began to realise it is not where people are that counts but what they are. As my mother-in-
law said many years later, "Some people live in a palace and make it a slum, others live in 
a slum and make it a palace. 
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Call to China 

On Friday mornings at MBI we always had a missionary speaker during the last period. 
They came from many lands and many different Mission societies and we were exposed to 
the needs and opportunities for Christian work all over the world. 

0ne morning during the first term in 1930 Mr. Lack, the Secretary of the China Inland 
Mission in Victoria was the speaker. Neither his personality nor his message attracted me 
particularly but somewhere through his address it hit me like a bolt from the blue that China 
was where the Lord wanted me. There was no Voice from Heaven nor did I have a vision 
from God but just a strong clear certainty in my heart, that I have never been able to doubt 
since, that China was the place where God wanted me. I had been praying for a long time 
that He would show rne, and this was the answer. I was shaken to the very centre of my 
being. In MBI there had grown up a feeling among us that God only took the best for China. 
Certainly as we looked at those accepted by the CIM they did seem to be rather special 
people, like Allison who by this time was an accepted candidate for China. I felt very keenly 
that I was nobody special so it was almost unbelievable that He could want me to go to 
China. I sat there at my desk for a while after the lecture finished and everybody had gone, 
trying to pull myself together till Allison came to see what had become of me. She was 
absolutely thrilled when I told her and wanted to drag me off to Mr. Lack then and there. I 
might even be able to go out with her to China in September! 

Mr. Lack did not discourage me or laugh at me but felt I should finish my two years at MBI 
and in the meantime he would give me the application papers to fill in at my leisure. Then I 
would go through the normal processes of meeting the CIM council and so on. I would not 
be going out in September 1930 but probably in 1931. Now I was no longer just "Allison's 
friend" but had become part of the China scene myself with an open door before me 
through which I could glimpse a little of the future ahead of me. I learned many lessons 
during my time in MB! and God Who knew He was going to make me part of what is called 
a "Faith Mission" began to show rne that it is possible to receive things from Him, even 
financial supplies, simply by praying and trusting Him. On my way from Western Australia I 
had read two books which greatly influenced me. One was the life of Hudson Taylor, the 
Founder of the China Inland Mission, and the other was the life of George Muller, both of 
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them men who without any financial backing themselves had taken on tremendous 
responsibilities for the support of many people. I had come to MBI with enough money to 
take me through the first year but when the second year came I had to look to the Lord to 
show me what to do if I were to continue. I didn’t know much about the life of faith and I 
think half of me expected God to drop money down from Heaven! I soon learned that He 
more often supplied by using the gifts and abilities we already had.  

Certainly there were times when an unexpected gift from a friend or the family turned up at 
the very moment when I most needed it, but I needed more than that and it was supplied 
first by going for some months in the afternoons to the home of a lady who wanted 
somebody to do chiIdren’s sewing. When that job ceased I went to do some cleaning and 
cooking for an elderly couple in their own home.  

For my last term at MBI I went to live with Miss Howell, an elderly lady who had her own 
home in Hawthorn. Her companion of many years had died and she decided to invite an 
MBI student to live with her, give a little help with meals and be there as a companion at 
nights. She was lovely and her home became a real "home from home" for me during my 
last months in Melbourne. She had an interest in China and the C1M and when she 
discovered that I was very friendly with so many of the Chefoo young people, she 
encouraged me to invite them home and gradually her home became a centre for many 
happy evenings together. Allison was in China by this time but Wally her brother was now in 
MBI and also a China candidate. He was usually the leader among the crowd I was friendly 
with, and I saw a lot of him and we became good friends, often walking home together as 
our homes lay in the same direction. I enjoyed having a male friend again after all the strict 
rules that were in force when we lived at MBI. 

By the middle of 1931 I had filled in my application papers, been before the very august 
CIM council with Dr. Kitchen as the Chairman and Mr. Nash a member. This took place in 
his home on Cotham Road and by the end of the evening, part of which I spent in the 
kitchen with Mrs. Kitchen while they discussed me after questioning me at length, I was told 
that I had been accepted to go to China in September 1931. They also suggested that since 
I had not been home for so long I should skip the last few weeks of my final term at MBI 
and go home to Western Australia where Mr. Robert Powell, the CIM representative there 
would be responsible for me and arrange farewell meetings through the State.  

What a time that was! Ten weeks to catch up with my family after two years away, ten 
weeks to get an outfit together for a term of seven years before coming home again, and 
ten weeks of, what proved to be, in Mr. Powell’s hands, travelling to every big country town 
in the State to take part in meetings. What I had not realised was that something special 
was that something special was happening in the history of Missions in WA.  Missionaries 
going out from Western Australia were rather few and far between at that time, and to have 
no less than four being farewelled at the same time was something unique and caused a 
stir.  

Besides myself, Dorothy Layfield another MBI student, had also been accepted that year 
and though she was a Melbourne girl she was engaged to be married to Wilfred Holland 
from WA.  Wilfred was one of the first students to go through the Perth Bible College which 
had opened after I left for Melbourne. The fourth accepted candidate was Horton Holmes 
from Narrogin who had also gone through the Melbourne Bible Institute. Since Wilfred 
would not be going out till later in the year, Dorothy had come over to spend some time with 
him, and Mr. Powell grabbed at this wonderful opportunity with all four of us there together, 
to put CIM on the map in WA. He was determined that we should not go out to China 
without having the prayer support of as many of the Churches in WA as possible. Wilfred 
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and I had both been active in Christian Endeavour and had many friends in other Churches 
apart from the Baptist ones of which we were members, so in every big country town to 
which we went the ministers of the main evangelical Churches in the area got together and 
planned united meetings. We had to tell why we were going to China and how God had led 
us to that point and we promised to send them information of our work in China if they 
wouId promise to pray for us. Years later when Percy and I returned at the end of some 
forty years in the CIM I was constantly moved by having people say to me that they had 
prayed for me ever since I left in 1931. 

While our going to China stirred up a lot of interest in the Churches in the West, there were 
still plenty of people who could not understand it at alI, and in some cases tried their 
hardest to persuade us against going. As the father of one of my friends said to me one 
evening, "What do you want to throw your life away like that for? Alright for some old 
spinster, but you are a bright, attractive young woman with all of life ahead of you. I can’t 
understand it.” Some blamed my parents for not stopping me, but I was grateful that 
through all of this my parents gave me their full support and never for one moment tried to 
dissuade me from what they knew I felt was a call of God. Indeed Mother told me one day 
that she had actually dedicated me to God for missionary work when I was born . 

Dorothy went back to MeIbourne earlier to say goodbye to her own friends there and her 
Mother who was a widow. Wilfred stayed to finish his PBI course and leave for China at the 
end of the year, and Horton and I returned to Melbourne to prepare for sailing in 
September. 

A great crowd of friends and relations were at the Perth railway station to see me off and I 
think it was only then that it really hit me that I might not see my beloved family for seven 
years, and that made it hard to say goodbye. 

Harry was there to see me off and raced along the pIatform with the moving train holding 
my hand through the open window with tears in his eyes at parting. I knew he was feeling it 
deeply, but for me there was no deep emotion except for my family who I could still see 
waving at the other end of the station. I had a loyalty to him which had made me promise 
that if God brought him to China and it seemed right I would marry him. There was certainly 
nobody else I cared for as much, but somehow I hesitated to tie myself irrevocably till I was 
sure of what God wanted for me. This was how I still felt when I arrived in MeIbourne and 
met Wally Pike again. I soon sensed his excitement that we were both going to China and 
maybe God had a future for us together, but I felt quite clear that that was not to be and told 
him at once that if I had any committment at all it was to Harry. Wally still had another year 
at MBI, and in that year he and Jean Robinson, one of my Armadale friends who started at 
MBI in 1931 and with whom I often studied while I was with Miss Howell, became close 
friends and later became engaged. I had no regrets and was happy for them both. 

Back in Melbourne I received a warm and loving welcome from Miss Howell who made her 
home my home for those last weeks. 

A round of farewell meetings in Melbourne kept me busy but I was able to spend a little time 
in Ballarat with the Aunties and Janet before we sailed. Here I met for the first time my 
Uncle Frank from South Africa who was over on one of his infrequent visits to Australia. He 
and the Aunties attended my farewell meeting in Ballarat and later came down to 
Melbourne on the 3rd of September to see me off on the "Nellore" for China. 
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Trip to China     September 3rd 1931 - October 9th 1931 

Dorothy Layfield and I left Melbourne together at 11am on the morning of September 3rd 
1931, the day before my 23rd birthday. We shared a cabin but she was feeling so ill from 
the influenza from which she was only just beginning to recover, that she went straight to 
bed. I tidied up the cabin and sorted out the multitudinous gifts and letters which people had 
left there for us and was delighted to find that many of them were for my birthday. I put 
those carefully away till the next morning so that when I woke up I could read them and feel 
the love and good wishes of so many on my special day. 

We left Melbourne on a Thursday and it was the following Tuesday before we reached 
Sydney where Marjorie Ament and Muriel Farmer, two more MBI girls were to join us, and 
also two New Zealand girls, Maud King and Myrie Wood. We were to be joined in Brisbane 
by Miss Jessie Crystall, an older CIM missionary who would be our escort to China. We 
took so long getting to Sydney because we went first for a day to Newcastle to load scrap 
iron for Japan, and spent a very boring day there before we turned south again. We passed 
through Sydney Heads at 7am and I had my first glimpse of the famous Sydney Harbour 
Bridge. With its tremendous steel arch thrown into relief against the first pink tinges of 
sunrise in the sky beyond, it was a thing of beauty indeed. I have seen it many times since 
but that first sight always remains in my memory. 

Mrs. Stanley Eaton welcomed us warmly and took us off to the CIM home in Stanmore 
where we found Mr. Eaton equally welcoming but laid up in bed with lumbago! Dorothy was 
still not well so she went straight to bed too. 

From Sydney, where we had been joined by the other four girls who made up our party, we 
went on to Brisbane. Here we met Miss Crystall, and from then on she was officially in 
charge of us. I had actually met her once before when we were staying in the same house 
at the Upwey Convention. She was a striking looking woman with a mass of beautiful white 
hair and a young unwrinkled face. I suppose at that time she would be about fifty and her 
dignified air of authority as well as her general appearance made her noticeable in any 
group of people. All this and the fact that she was a member of the China Inland Mission 
which I was hoping to join made me attracted to her. Unfortunately she fell off rny idealistic 
pedestal at one mealtime during our stay in the Upwey guesthouse! Miss Doris Williams 
was her constant companion at that time and obviously adored her. One day the 
unfortunate girl who was serving at tables happened to spill some soup into Miss Crystall’s 
lap. With all the high ideals of a Bible College student I expected her to react in a "real 
Christian" way, but instead she muttered angrily under her breath and was obviously upset. 
Miss Williams tried to calm her down and eventually lead her away from the table to her 
room to change.  The atmosphere was decidedly stormy and I decided that she was not 
quite as saintly as I had thought! Now I was to know her better as she took charge of our 
little group. 

From Brisbane we moved up the coast to Townsville where we spent a day. We anchored 
some distance from the shore so had to be taken in by launch, but found little of interest 
and were glad to return to the ship which by now was beginning to feel like home. We 
hadn’t left Townsville long when a young stowaway was discovered on board, and we had 
to anchor again off Cairns so that a police launch could corne out and take him away. I felt 
quite sorry for him. We now aimed in the direction of Rabaul, sailing between small islands 
as the weather became hotter and the sea changed colour to a delicate pale green with 
glimpses of fish in the clear depths and sometimes flying fish leaping high enough to fall on 
our deck. We sailed for some time up the coast of New Britain Island until we reached 
Rabaul just at sunset one lovely tropical evening. 
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We passed through the narrow entrance to Rabaul into a large circular harbour surrounded 
by mountains covered by dense tropical vegetation. There was not a ripple on the water 
and with the sky tinged with the last rays of the setting sun and the peaks of several 
mountains standing out against it, it all made a never to be forgotten picture of natural 
beauty. We anchored in the bay all night and drew into the wharf next morning. We were all 
longing to get on shore for a stroll after our long period on the ship, but even at that early 
hour and though we were walking under the shelter of huge shade trees we soon began to 
feel limp. For most of us it was our first experience of a foreign land and we found it 
fascinating. The natives were dark brown and well built with a mop of fussy hair. They dyed 
their hair and I saw some with hair bleached white, some dyed red with betel nut and others 
with yellow. We saw women squatting on the ground pounding sugar cane and chewing 
betel nut. Their lips were covered with the red juice and their teeth were stained a horrible 
brown with continual chewing. They had a pile beside them as they worked and were even 
giving them to their babies to chew. 

We were about a week between Rabaul and Manilla in the Phillipine Islands and the 
weather became increasingly hot as we went further north. During this long interval without 
a break Miss Crystall started us on language lessons. She gave us an hour morning and 
evening and we became an object of amusement or pity to our fellow passengers in the 
second class as we struggled to learn the Chinese "radicals" (a sort of alphabet). Two of 
these were a young married couple from Western Australia, a Mr. and Mrs. Topping who 
were going to China with a Pentecostal group. They told us that the Lord had spoken 
through them in the Chinese language and they would never have to learn it as we were 
doing. God would give it to them as they needed it. Years later when I was on furlough in 
Perth in 1939 I recognised him as the conductor of a tram I was travelling on. They had 
stayed less than two years in China and left it very disillusioned and with their faith badly 
shaken. 

I was amused during this part of the trip by various conversations Miss Crystall had with 
me, usually when the others were not on deck and she had me to herself. She was trying to 
impose on me the value of dedicating myself to a life of celibacy for the Lord's sake, and 
almost wanted me to make a vow then and there that I would never marry! I wrote at the 
time, "Needless to say I have not committed myself at all. I would need to be very sure this 
is what God wants of me before I would take such a drastic step. At the moment I am not 
thinking of marriage though I would like to think the Lord has the right man for me 
somewhere - His choice, not mine. 

We were met in Manila by some friends of the Mission who had been told we were coming 
through and who set out to give us a good time. This big cosmopolitan city, our second 
touch with a country not our own, was vastly different from the quiet unsophisticated life of 
Rabaul. We drove along wonderful wide boulevards with beautiful gardens down each side 
and masses of tropical flowers - hibiscus, cannas and many others that I found it difficult to 
put a name to, but all such a joy to behold after a week out of sight of land. As we got into 
the centre of the city the streets became narrower and packed with the most cosmopolitan 
crowd I have ever seen - Filipinos, Chinese, Japanese, English, American and many others 
and many of them in the dress of their own country. In just a few minutes I saw Chinese 
women with their hair done in a smooth bun on top, English and American with the (at that 
time) fashionable 'bob’ and Filipino women with their hair hanging in long masses down 
their backs. Even the very old women in spite of the hot climate kept their long gray hair 
hanging loose. The clothes of the Filipino people intrigued us too. The women had long 
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skirts with high waists and oval necklined blouses with sleeves that were very full and stood 
out from their arms and shoulders as if supported by a frame. I found out later that they are 
made of a kind of gauze material made from pineapple fibre and very cool. The men wore 
brightly coloured embroidered shirts - pink, rnauves, blues, hanging outside their trousers - 
the whole effect was very picturesque. We spent a most interesting day and left at 6pm for 
Hongkong. 

We reached Hongkong on October 3rd, exactly a month after leaving Melbourne, Our ship 
anchored in the harbour about midnight and as I went up on deck to catch my first glimpse 
of China, because Kowloon is part of mainland China, I caught my breath as I saw what 
looked like fairyland. In the quiet waters of the harbour were the reflections of myriads of 
lights and as I looked across the water the dark mass of Hongkong Island rising up to its 
Peak at the top was twinkling with thousands of star like lights which in turn were reflected 
in the waters of the harbour. Above it all was a clear sky ablaze with real stars and it all 
made a picture that no later impressions of Hongkong with its seamy side could ever erase. 

Next morning as we pulled in to the docks I got my first experience of how east meets west. 
Scores of little Chinese boats, mainly propelled by women, pulled over to our ship and then 
with hooks on the end of long poles fastened themselves to our deck and swarmed up as 
fast as possible. 

In seconds our ship was literally alive with Chinese all clamouring for our attention and 
offering us every conceivable thing we could possibly want - postcards, stamps, Chinese 
money, shoe soles, and even hotel accommodation - all of course for a consideration.  

We spent Sunday with the Ingrams of the YMCA whom Dorothy and I had met in Narrogin 
while we were in the West. His sister was Mrs. Yorkston, a CIM missionary so he was 
interested in us because of her. On the way back to the ship that night we had our first 
rickshaw ride and were taken along at a great pace. At the end our pullers stopped so 
abruptly as they dropped their shafts that it is a wonder we were not shot out on the ground! 
We had one more day and spent it on Hongkong Island, visiting the Post Office where I was 
surprised and delighted to be confronted with a familiar text on the outside wall. It said, "As 
cold water to a thirsty soul, so is good news from a far country." (How relevant Scripture is 
to every situation.) Dorothy and I were in disgrace with Miss Crystall at this stage because 
we laughed at the wrong time! A few days before she had read to us with much emphasis a 
very serious poem, the theme of which was, "Doest thou well to be angry?" Now as she 
was obviously angry with us for some reason which I can't remember now, Dorothy and I 
whispered to each other, "Doest thou well to be angry?" and as she stalked down the road 
ahead of us we found it harder than ever to control our mirth. 

We went up to the Peak on the funicular railway and spent an hour and a half walking right 
round the top getting most wonderful views on every side. 

We continued on to Shanghai and long before we reached it we could see the muddy 
waters of the great Yangtse River reaching out in to the clear green of the ocean. When we 
actually got into the mouth of the Yangtse, it was so wide that we could only just see land 
very faintly on both sides and were quite unable to distinguish objects. We were still some 
miles from Shanghai and during the afternoon picked up a pilot who took over the helm and 
steered us through some of the many islands that dotted the river mouth. It was dark before 
we got to our destination and again we had to sleep on board. 
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Shanghai 

We were wakened at dawn by noises over our heads as the ship began to move up the 
Woosung River to Shanghai and by the time breakfast was over we were all on deck trying 
to recognise faces we knew among the little group waiting to welcome us. I saw five I knew 
at once - Graham and Elsie Hutchinson who had been the escorts for Allison's party the 
year before, Ethel Edmondson who had been finishing at MBI at about the time I started, 
Doris Williams who was there of course to meet Miss Crystall and finally Mrs. Matthews 
who was the stepmother of my Chefoo friends in Melbourne Mary and Arthur.   Mr. Slade, 
the Transport Manager at CIM who was responsible for all arrivals and departures took 
charge of us, got our things through Customs in a very short time, and quickly had us all 
bundled into cars and off to Sinza Road to the big Mission buiIdings which were the world 
headquarters of the China Inland Mission.  

We were the first party of new workers to be accomodated at Sinza Road as the old 
Mission Home had been in Woosung Road. Generations of CIM missionaries had used 
them until Mission leaders had begun to feel we needed bigger, better built, and better 
ventilated buildings, specially as a call for two hundred new workers for pioneer work had 
gone out all over the world. They began to pray for money specially earmarked for the kind 
of buildings they would need. As they began to think seriously about selling the old property 
and enquiring about a possible sale price they were surprised to find that the price of land in 
Woosung Road had so increased that they could now get 65 times the original price they 
paid for it. So they sold it and bought a new piece of land in Sinza Road, and to the 
amazement of every businessman in Shanghai were able to pay for it as soon as the deeds 
were officially signed and handed over. The new buildings were put up under the direction 
of our own Mission architect and had been occupied earlier in the year of our arrival. It was 
not long before we had further proof that the move from Woosung Road had been in God's 
planning because that whole area became a centre for Japanese people and with trouble 
brewing between China and Japan we were safer out of it. Later that area became a centre 
for some of the worst bombings in Shanghai. 

The new buildings in 1531 Sinza Road consisted of two large five or six storey blocks. One 
was the administrative block with all the offices, Post Office, financial department and 
business department which served the whole Mission, and also flats for all the heads of 
departments and their wives, and flats for their stenographers also. On the ground floor of 
that building was the big Prayer Hall where meetings were often held.  

The other building was built with sufficient bedrooms to accommodate all the various 
missionaries who came and went to and from the interior of China. The top floor was set up 
as a hospital with our own doctors and nurses who took care of any of us who needed 
medical attention. On the ground floor was a big sitting room with several other smaller 
rooms suitable for private talks and also a huge dining room and the kitchens. Separate 
from all these was an enormous boxroom (called a go-down) where we spent a lot of time 
during the next few days sorting out what we would need for the next six months or so we 
were to be at Language School, and leaving the rest until we came back before setting off 
into the interior. Our days were full as we each had to have a private interview with each of 
the Headquarters Staff, including Mr. Hoste our General Director and Mr. Gibb his assistant 
as well as the Mission Secretary and the Treasurer. We paid a visit to the Business 
department where we were able to change our Australian money and buy language study 
books as well as some of the heavier underwear we would need for winter in Yangchow. 
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Yangchow Language School October 1931 - April 1932 

On the morning of October 13th 1931 we were up bright and early, and as soon as 
breakfast was over our indefatiguable transport manager took us off to the railway station to 
get our train to Chinkiang. Since Miss Crystall had a few days to spare before she could go 
inland she was asked to escort us to Yangchow. She was pleased to do this as she felt we 
almost belonged to her by now! 

We found the train surprisingly comfortable in spite of the black coal dust which blew in 
through the open windows. We had been warned not to drink anything which had not been 
boiled so we drank only Chinese tea, and it was easy to buy a good hot meal which we 
supplemented with the sandwiches and fruit Miss Jeanie Anderson, the housekeeper, had 
provided us with. Here also I had my first introduction to the delightful Chinese "hot towel" 
system. After our meal a man came along with a bucket of boiling water and an armful of 
small white towels which he proceeded to wring out in the water and hand out, one to each 
of us. It was wonderfully refreshing to wipe our face and hands over with a steaming towel 
when we felt so grimy with the coal dust. Miss Crystall had impressed on us many rules of 
conduct for young women in China, so we tried hard to speak quietly, laugh gently and 
never, never look at a man!  

We reached Chinkiang at 3 pm and were met by Mr. Best who quickly took us all home to 
where his wife was preparing a meal for us. We also met Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Taylor who 
had been in China as missionaries since 1881. He was the son of the Founder, Mr. Hudson 
Taylor, whose life story I had read with so much interest on my trip to MBI. Hudson Taylor 
and his first wife are both buried in the cemetery at Chinkiang and we went to have a look 

at their graves while we were there. This was my first walk in inland China and it was rather 
coloured by the horrible open pits we kept passing which are really open air toilets. The 
contents of them are ladled into buckets and used as manure on fields and gardens. Muriel 
was holding a handkerchief very firmly over her nose and most of her face. Miss Crystall 
looked at her and said, "What's the matter, Muriel?" From behind the handkerchief Muriel 
was heard to say in muffled tones, "That awful smell! Whatever is it?" to which Miss Crystall 
replied, "That smell! Why, that’s the most common smell in China! You’ll soon get used to 
it!" 

Chinkiang is at the junction of the Grand Canal and the great Yangtse River, and from there 
we travelled by launch up the Canal to Yangchow. The narrow streets to the jetty were 
crowded with flood refugees, but that was nothing to the crowd and the din and the pushing 
which increased as we got nearer to the launch. I think we all wondered how we would ever 
get on board. Over and beyond all the rest we were conscious of beggars crawling at our 
feet in the dust. Their persistent whine and outstretched hands gave an undercurrent of 
pathos to the hurly burly round us. Mr. Best had reserved a very small cabin for us which 
we actually had to ourselves but the tiny windows through which we were supposed to get 
ventilation were blocked by crowds of men all wanting to have a look at the foreigners. We 
probably had three times more people on board than we were licensed to carry. Between 
the figures at the windows we caught tantalising glimpses of life on either side of the Canal. 
The Yangtse was higher that year than for the past 17 years and the rice fields along the 
canal were under water too. Here and there we passed a village, tiny houses with pigs, 
fowls, dogs, etc. all walking in and out at will, women with their blouses open suckling their 
babies, and men with various loads at the ends of their carrying poles. We reached 
Yangchow where we were met by Miss Okey, one of the language school staff and a Mr. 
Wong who took charge of our luggage. The hullaballoo here was even worse than at 
Chinkiang. Men and women pushed this way and that, rickshaw pullers yelled and shouted, 
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coolies all round us shouted and yelled as they argued with each other and with Mr. Wong 
about how our things were to be taken to the CIM compound, and all around us people 
stared at us and our goods making remarks complimentary or otherwise. Miss Okey left Mr. 
Wong to deal with the luggage and took us off with her to walk to the school. There we were 
welcomed by Mrs. McFarlane (in charge) and Miss Griffith and Miss Wilson, both members 
of staff. 

The six months at Yangchow passed quickly and happily. Our time was well filled with basic 
language study which I found myself enjoying even though Chinese is supposed to be one 
of the most difficult languages. The only other foreign language I had attempted to learn 
was French which I studied for four years at High School, but never having had much 
occasion to use it I found it easy to forget. 

Dorothy and I shared an upstairs room opening on to a balcony which ran the full length of 
the building so we could visit our neighbours by walking along the balcony.  Muriel and 
Marjorie shared one room and Maud and Myrie another. 

Lessons began soon after we arrived but before that Mrs. McFarlane gave us a talk on 
rules and regulations and Miss Griffith gave us another on etiquette. We were also each 
given a job to do as we were about 60 girls and it needs everybody to help a bit. Dorothy 
was in charge of mail collecting and sorting as well as collecting the money for stamps and 
getting letters ready for the postman. I had the more simple task of putting away all the 
eatables after meals and locking the pantry. I also had to take care of a bowl of sugar - put 
it out for those who wanted sugar with their morning tea and lock it away afterwards. All this 
was because pilfering by servants was so common and it was better to lock everything up 
which might be a temptation to them. Maud King was in charge of our baths! We only had a 
bath once a week and the water had to be brought in by a carrier off the street. It cost 16 
coppers per bath and as it was always beautifully hot it seemed well worth it. Maud had to 
keep track of whose bath night it was, collect the money and usher the bath man up the 
stairs to the right bathroom where he tipped the two buckets of water that he carried on a 
carrying pole into the tin tubs. 

Our sixty or so girls came from about a dozen different countries and it was an education in 
itself to mix with them and begin to understand something of the culture of other nations. I 
made some good friends whom I continued to keep in touch with even after we were 
scattered to the four corners of China. Betty Scott was the child of American missionaries 
and born in China, so she was in a more advanced class than those of us who had never 
been in China before, and she, like Dorothy, was engaged to be married. Her fiancé, John 
Stamm, would not be coming out till the following year. She told me all this as we walked 
round and round the large garden to get some exercise. Faith Leeuwenberg was 
Pennsylvanian Dutch from Michigan in the USA also, and we studied together and became 
good friends. 

Then there were two Canadian girls in one of the rooms next to us: Bertha Silversides and 
Nettie Waldner. Another girl whom I liked very much was a tall, stately Swedish girl called 
Birgate Branden-0llsen. Dorothy and I were often invited to have afternoon tea in somebody 
else’s room so we got used to American coffee and Swedish coffee as well as tea with the 
English or the Welsh or the Scottish. The German girls were just that little bit different from 
the others and we found them fascinating. The mornings were filled with classes. Each of 
us had an hour with a Chinese teacher by ourselves where we had to follow him as he read 
a Chinese word from our Primers. We were not supposed to look a man in the eyes so it 
was quite an effort to watch his lips, try to make my lips form the same word in exactly the 
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same way and not lift my eyes to his to see how I was faring. My teacher was a very 
dignified Chinese teacher who kept a straight face however badly I ruined the language and 
sometimes he would shake his head half a dozen times before he gave a nod at my efforts. 
My funny bone often made me want to laugh at what we must sound like and I had to use 
tremendous self control not to disgrace myself. At times I was sure the corner of his mouth 
twitched too and that made me worse. Two other rules were never to sit while the teacher 
was standing and never to turn our backs to him, the latter being the one I found most 
difficult as I tried to get across the room from the table to the door without turning my back. 

We also had an hour in a group with another Chinese teacher for conversation at which no 
English must be used.  Unfortunately the group teacher I had was trying to learn English 
and would take every opportunity he could of tricking us into telling him the way we said 
something in English. He was a fat jolly fellow and it was hard not to laugh in his class. Miss 
Griffith took us for another group class where she explained the grammar and rules of 
speech and gave us the chance to ask questions on things which we did not understand. In 
the afternoons we did private study, and in the evenings we relaxed, often together as 
different countries gave a concert, or we joined in a musical evening or some other 
entertainment of mutual interest. We certainly learned to know and understand other 
nations in a way which our very isolated position in the southern hemisphere had kept us 
from previously.  

Yangchow was a very anti-foreign city and so we lived very quietly behind the high walls of 
our compound and tried to make ourselves as inconspicuous as possible. When we went 
for walks outside the compound only three or four went at a time and never alone, always 
with a Chinese lady to go with us. We rarely went into the City itself and our walks usually 
took us out into the open country where there were less people. Attached to the language 
school was a small school for Chinese girls run by Miss Todman, another CIM missionary. 
She had been approached recently by a number of student groups to know if she would join 
them in an anti-Japanese movement. The students thought China should fight Japan and 
they were trying to force the government into doing so. Miss Todman refused but some of 
her own staff and students wanted her to join and more recently some groups outside the 
school had been making threats against her. A wise old Chinese friend advised her to send 
the girls home for a few days (they were all boarders) and let them have a holiday. She took 
his advice and the school was closed except for two girls who lived too far away to go and 
come back again. Because the situation was getting rather tense we were warned to be as 
quiet as possible specially when we were walking in the garden or playing games for 
exercise. A little later we heard the sound of shouting coming nearer and in a very short 
time our compound and the school behind us were surrounded by a mob of shouting, 
yelling students screaming at the top of their voices, "Down with Japan!", "Down with the 
Christian religion!" Then they began to throw rocks and paper slogans over our wall until we 
had to board up all our windows that overlooked the street. They themselves boarded up 
Miss Todman’s entrances so that she had to climb over the wall into our garden to take 
refuge with us. She had already brought the two students in to hide with us rather than have 
them in the school in case of attack. After a while some of the students came banging on 
our front gate. Miss Okey went to see what they wanted and they demanded to know if we 
had any of the students from the school hidden with us. In all good conscience Miss Okey 
said "No" and they went away, but she had quite a shock when she told Mrs. McFarlane 
and learned that we did actually have two there. She had been away for the weekend and 
had only just returned so had not known the girls were there. During dinner that day the 
gatekeeper came in with a very scared face and said the mob were demanding admittance, 
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so two of the Staff went out and told them they would not admit them without an official 
permit. That stopped them for the time and by 3 pm they had all moved off elsewhere. 

Apart from learning the language and customs we were learning about some of the annual 
festivals. While we were there an eclipse of the moon took place. One night we heard a 
most awful noise outside as if hundreds of tin cans were being beaten all at once. We were 
still wondering whatever it could be when Miss Wilson came upstairs and told us an eclipse 
of the moon was just beginning. She said the Chinese have a tradition that there are two 
moons, one black and one white. The black one has a large mouth and a small throat, the 
white one has a small mouth and a large throat. When an eclipse occurs they think it is the 
black moon trying to swallow the white one so they make all the noise they can to frighten 
him away and the darker the shadow becomes across the moon the louder becomes the 
noise on the street. 

One week we were delighted to see something of the Feast of Lanterns. All through the 
week the streets were crowded with people carrying lanterns and one evening I was 
allowed to go out with a Chinese woman. We could scarcely move for the people, but it was 
a lovely sight to see so many coloured lanterns against the drab background of the narrow 
dirty streets and the blue Chinese gowns. The lanterns were all made of paper and were of 
every conceivable shape birds, animals, cars, rickshaws or anything else that their 
ingenuity could suggest. There was that carefree holiday spirit in the air as we walked down 
the street, quite a contrast to the tense feeling during the student riots. 

We watched a Bhuddist. funeral one day through our upstairs windows. There was a 
Bhuddist temple on one side of our compound so we could get a good view. The 
preparations were on such a lavish scale that we guessed the dead man must have been 
pretty wealthy. His wife and two children were there all dressed in white which is the 
mourning colour in China, and there were all sorts of things for the use of the dead man in 
the spirit world, all made of paper. A house about six feet square and made of coloured 
paper was erected first. Then inside it was placed a great variety of furniture made of paper. 
Paper servants stood outside and paper money was stacked everywhere. In a few days all 
this was burned to be transported, as they believed, to the spirit world so that the spirit of 
the dead man would lack nothing. 

Mrs. McFarlane never lost an opportunity of inviting any Chinese of note to come and speak 
to us, and on one day Wang Ming Tao who was later imprisoned and tortured by the 
Communists, came to Yangchow. He spoke to an enormous crowd of Chinese at the 
Baptist Mission in the city one afternoon and of course a great part of what he said was lost 
on us, but for nearly two hours that vast congregation hung on every word he said. When 
he came to us later in the week and spoke in English trying to tell us how to be effective 
missionaries in China, one of the things that impressed me was "identification with the 
people" and he expressed appreciation of the fact that the CIM workers all wore Chinese 
dress while in China . A spiritual crisis occurred in my life at Yangchow. Often on Sundays I 
took my Bible and sneaked up to the attic where all our boxes were stored. There in a quiet 
spot I tried to spend time alone with God, to listen for His voice and to seek His guidance 
about the way ahead now that He had brought me to this vast needy land. One day as I 
prayed He brought to my memory something which I had been very successfully covering 
up, but which now in the clear light of His Presence I knew must be put right. It was a lie I 
had told Mr. Lack in one of rny interviews as an applicant to the Mission. At least, it was half 
true and therefore ( I had assured myself) not really a lie, but now as God brought it to the 
surface again I knew I had intended to deceive. I don’t know if ever before I had had any 
deep conviction of sin, but I certainly did that morning as I realised that God wanted "clean 
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vessels", and I was unclean. The upshot was that I wrote to Mr. Lack, told him the whole 
story, and some weeks later had a very gracious understanding letter from him in which he 
said he had now torn up my letter and the whole thing was forgotten and forgiven. 

The other important thing in my inner life happened one day when I was praying about my 
future and which of the many provinces in China He wanted rne to serve Him in. I 
committed my relationship with Harry to Him, and whether we had a future together or was 
there somebody else. I felt I wanted God my Father to choose for me so that I could be sure 
of no mistakes being made. Then I began to think of children I might have. How terrible if I 
should bring children into the world who would turn their backs on God, live completely for 
themselves and their own pleasure, and be of no use to God in making this world a better 
happier place. I prayed fervently that if He ever gave me children they would be under His 
control fulfilling His purpose for their lives on this earth. 

As I knelt there in a dimly lit boxroom in one of the most anti-foreign, anti-Christian cities in 
China I felt a great sense of destiny - God’s plan for a world that had gone wrong and the 
part He had in it for me, my still unknown husband, and the children He would give us. I felt 
awed in the presence of something greater than myself, and knew that faintly and dimly I 
had caught a glimpse of God’s love for this world. 

With the beginning of April 1932 came "designation day". Mr. Hoste and Mr. Lewis had 
already been from Shanghai to the Men’s language school in Anking further up the Yangtse 
River and of course the engaged girls had already heard from their fiancés there where 
they had been appointed to work.  Dorothy had heard from Wilfred that he was appointed to 
Kweichow in South West China, the same province as Allison and her Mother were in, so 
she knew that that is where she would be going. Then the Directors arrived in Yangchow, 
the teaching staff were all given two days off, and the Directors were installed in a sitting 
room downstairs to meet each of us one by one during the next two days. It was all very 
exciting as one after another girls emerged from their interviews, some looking delighted, 
others as if they had had a shock.  

When my turn came I was asked if I had any reason why I should not go to where the 
Directors would like to send me, that was to South Shensi for pioneer work under the 
leadership of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moore. I had prayed so much that God would take me to 
the right place that I felt sure this must be it and I agreed at once. It was not long before I 
discovered that Myrie Wood was to go to South Shensi too and also one of the Canadian 
girls, Bertha Silversides. Indeed the idea was that when we had a little more language, 
Bertha and I should go together to do pioneer work at a place called Ting-yuan-t’ing in the 
southern mountains of Shensi. None of us knew much about Shensi so tried to find out a bit 
more during our remaining time at Yangchow. 

The end came quicker than expected. One Thursday night I had gone to bed early when 
Mrs. McFarlane came upstairs with a telegram saying that we three Shensi-ites were to 
leave next morning for Shanghai where we would meet the lady who was to escort us to 
Shensi. I was out of bed in a flash and spent the rest of the night sorting and packing. Faith 
and I had both been hoping we would be able to do our oral exam at least before leaving 
Yangchow as we would probably have to change tones when we went north. She had been 
appointed to Kansu in the far north west and had left a few days earlier being able to do her 
exam the afternoon before she left, to her great relief. With the hurry I had been landed in I 
felt I must put all thoughts of the oral out of my mind till I reached Shensi. Next morning we 
were to leave at nine and I got up at five to finish off a few things I had not done during the 
night. At seven Miss Griffith knocked at our door and asked me if I would like to take the 
oral before I left!! I felt in such a whirl that I was sure I would not be able to remember a 
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word, but she encouraged me and I followed her downstairs to where one of the teachers, 
not my own, was waiting. I had to do some reading, recite some Scriptures and answer ten 
questions put to rne by the teacher, all in Chinese of course. I have no idea how I got 
through, but I did and went upstairs again feeling thankful that that was behind me anyway. 
The written would have to be done in Shensi. 
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Journey to Shensi 

Miss Wilson took us as far as Chinkiang where we went by Yangtse River steamer to 
Shanghai. There we met Miss Martha Haslam one of the older workers from Shensi just 
arriving back from furlough, who would be taking us with her as far as Hanchung, the 
central station of the South Shensi area. We discovered that when we reached Shensi we 
would be with Miss Kitty Cooke who was coming from another Province to work in Shensi, 
and would be in charge of us until we had enough language to go to the places we had 
been appointed to. 

We went by river steamer again as far as Nanking where we changed over to the train 
which would take us through to the end of the railway at Tungkwan, somewhere near the 
borders of Shensi, Shansi and Honan. Between us we had 47 pieces of luggage, as well as 
stores for ourselves and other Shensi workers. These all had to be counted and checked 
every time we changed transport. 

We had to change trains twice on the way, carefully counting the 47 pieces each time of 
course, and as we got further north we found the scenery changing to the dusty loess 
country of north China. Halfway through our last day we caught our first glimpse of the 
Yellow River and from then on it kept coming into view and then disappearing again. We 
saw many cave dwellings in this part of China. It was about 3pm on April the 24th when we 
finally reached Tungkwan and found Mr. Vatsaas of the Swedish Mission in Sian the capital 
of Shensi Province, waiting to take us on by truck to that famous old city. 

Tungkwan, when we reached it, seemed almost like the end of the world as well as the end 
of the railway. The dust was inches deep everywhere and every puff of wind blew clouds of 
it over us and our possessions. All our luggage had to be taken off the train and counted 
again, then transferred to the Customs shed, examined and finally packed into a motor lorry 
which Mr. Vatsaas had to hire for the trip. This all took time and the train was already nearly 
two hours late, so it was after 5pm before we were beginning to see the end.  

We had four hours hard driving ahead of us if we were to reach Sian that night and Mr. 
Vatsaas decided that he would take us through in his car and leave his man to take care of 
our things and bring them through the next day. Motor vehicles were much less frequent 
here than at the coast and it was quite hair raising at times as we drove through the 
Tungkwan streets. While avoiding a pig on one side we narrowly missed several toddlers 
on the other. A deaf old lady escaped by a hairsbreadth and chickens and dogs seemed to 
be continually escaping from under our very wheels. Then as we left the town behind, our 
route took us through village after village, through green fields and over at least one ancient 
bridge built in the Han dynasty. We saw a train of fifty camels, carts with a buffalo and mule 
yoked together, men sitting by the roadside, the top part of their bodies naked as they 
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searched through their upper garments for fleas or more likely lice, and always and 
everywhere there were beggars. 

At 9.15pm we reached Sian, one of the ancient Capitals of China and as we pulled up, our 
main impression was of a great old city wall stretching in both directions and in front of us 
towering above us, the city gate, shut tight and apparently quite impregnable. In response 
to much knocking two soldiers peered over the parapet at the top and demanded to know 
our business. After much talk they came down to the inside of the gate opening a tiny hole 
through which Mr. Vatsaas pushed his pass. More talk and at last the great gates swung 
open and we passed through. But that was not the end for there was still another half to the 
entrance and another gate where we were met by three soldiers, two with fixed bayonets 
and one flourishing a horrible looking knife about three feet long! More talk and then those 
gates swung open too and with much bowing and many thanks to the soldiers we were in 
Sian. A long drive through the sleeping city brought us to another gate at the far side where 
there was more talk and more explanations and then we were out in the suburb and very 
quickly at the Mission home where Mrs. Vatsaas got out of bed and welcomed us with hot 
water to wash away at least some of the dust that seemed to have clung to every inch of 
us,  and a delicious hot meal. Then we tumbled into a comfortable bed and were asleep 
almost before our heads touched the pillows. 

We spent some days in Sian before setting out on the long trip over the Ching Ling range of 
mountains down to South Shensi. From here on we would be travelling in Chinese clothes, 
so we bought materials and then visited the tailor to have things made up.  

We visited an ancient Chinese temple outside the city where we saw the farnous Nestorian 
Tablet, the sole relic of Nestorian Christianity in China.  We were able to buy rubbings of 
the tablet and the wording on it so I got one for myself and one to send to my Uncle Percy 
in Bayswater as I knew he would be interested. I also got a rubbing of a figure supposed to 
be that of St. Thomas. By the time we got back to the house our luggage had arrived from 
Tungkwan and we would be leaving next morning for Fengsiang. 
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Sian to Hanchung 

We left Sian at 9am and it was 6:30 that evening when we reached Fengsiang. We 
travelled by truck, with Miss Haslam who had a lame leg, in the front with the driver, and we 
three girls sitting on some of our luggage at the back. We managed to put a few boxes 
behind us to make a back rest so that we could face the way we were going. The driver was 
good but he drove over those dusty roads, through small villages and later through 
mountain cuttings and gorges at such a rate that in the back we had to hold on tight not to 
be thrown out. Clouds of dust rose up round us and often we could not see the road for dust 
which nearly choked us. As we got to some of the steeper hills the truck invariably stopped 
half way up and then we three on the back had to get out and push! We were not alone 
however, as the driver whenever he saw a hill looming up ahead of us put his head out of 
the window and yelled at every passerby to come and help push, which they did! At one 
place a man with three buffaloes tied them to the front of the truck and with much shouting 
and tooting of the horn and cracking of the whip the animals pulled us up. 
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At Fengsiang there were no missionaries at that time but we were able to stay at the 
Mission Home, much cleaner than a Chinese inn, and the Chinese evangelist helped us get 
settled for the night. Next morning he went out to try and hire mules to take us and our 47 
pieces of luggage (plus some collected at Sian) over the mountains to Hanchung. We 
needed ten mules for our luggage and two mule litters for the four of us to ride in. That 
meant four more mules, so quite a cavalcade. It took all of a day to get this all sorted out 
and the luggage counted once again and weighed into loads that the mules could carry but 
we were thankful for the rest after all the bumps and bruises of the previous day on the top 
of the truck. I tried to do some study as I hoped to do the written exam as soon as possible 
after reaching the South, but I fell asleep over it! 

The next day, our first with mules, was a hard one as the drivers took the wrong road to 
begin with, and then didn’t want to stop for a meal anywhere. Miss Haslam and I were in 
one litter and Myrie and Bertha in the other and we went on hour after hour until 7,30 that 
night. We reached Ih Men Chen, an outstation of Fengsiang where, thankfully, there was a 
Mission centre and kind Christians who cared for us. 

We had been twelve hours on the road. When we left the Church they offered to send one 
of their boys with us to help us. His name was Man Tao and he had such a cheery smile 
that it warmed our hearts. He wore a pigtail and a huge straw hat which perched on the top 
of his head and he made life much easier for us all. 

The second day was not nearly so hard partly because we were more used to riding in the 
litters and partly because the men stopped for a midday meal. We were now getting into the 
mountains and there and then began my love affair with the wonderful Ching Ling mountain 
range. Peak after peak rose up all round us, dark patches here and there where the 
shadows lay and other ridges and tree clad slopes bathed in bright sunlight. The mountain 
tracks wound up and up and all that day we were following the course of the river we could 
see below us. As we got higher the mule tracks were often only about eighteen inches wide 
with the river some hundreds of feet below us and a precipice rising a thousand feet or 
more on the other side above us. In places the path became so steep and rocky that the 
animals had to scramble to get up. We girls often got out and walked specially when we 
saw a turn in the road coming up and knew one mule would be round the corner with the 
other on this side and our litter swinging over the drop below. I felt much safer on my own 
two feet. Miss Haslam could not get up and down easily with her lame leg and suffered a 
great deal from cramp as she sat all day, so when we reached the next Mission station at 
Fenghsien she hired a sedan chair for herself, and we three shared the two litters. At one 
stage one of our mules carrying luggage slipped and fell to the river below and was too 
badly injured to be rescued. That delayed us while the men climbed down, brought up the 
luggage and hired another mule to carry it. That night was our first experience of sleeping in 
a Chinese inn. "Sleeping" is not quite the right word as we spent most of the night catching 
bedbugs which must have made their home in the straw that was our main mattress. For 
some unknown reason nobody had told us how to make our beds when we came to an inn, 
but we learned our lesson that night and never forgot it. The trick was to throw the oil sheet 
in which our bedding was wrapped right over the bed first, then put our own bedding on top 
after liberally sprinkling right round the edges of the oil sheet with insect powder. Not having 
done this we had left an open walk in for every bedbug .to enjoy a feast and they did! It 
seemed to me that I spent the night literally killing hundreds of the creatures which showed 
up very plainly on my nice clean white sheet. We arrived at Fenghsien the next night where 
Miss Thompson and Miss Blair did their best to spoil us after the hardships of the road and 
sent us on with baskets of food to enjoy as a change from the constant diet of Chinese rice.  
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From there on we were in Chinese inns until we reached Hanchung. I described some of 
them in my letters home.  

"This room is in a much more delapidated condition than the last one we were in. 
The roof looks as if it might fall in on us at any moment, the walls are full of cracks 
(maybe for ventilation), the door is wide open and doesn’t look as if will shut and at 
the present moment there are three children standing at the door watching 
everything we do. Another is gazing in through the crack between the two boards 
that act as a window and incidentally blocking out all the light I had. Dirt abounds on 
every hand and a nice big black pig is grunting sweetly on the doorstep - probably 
we have turned him out of his home for the night. Bertha has just announced a rat! 
Sounds as if we may be in for a lively night!" 

The mountains seemed to get more beautiful as we went on.The Ching Ling rises to 11,000 
feet and as we went higher some of the high peaks were still snow capped from the winter 
snow, Peak after peak with their snowy caps rose up one behind the other as far as we 
could see, while down below in the valley the river made sweet music over the pebbles and 
rocks. All around us was luxuriant green vegetation and all kinds of wildflowers; buttercups, 
wild violets, wild roses, red, yellow, pink and white, something that looked like white may, 
as well as many others I didn’t know at all. 

A band of soldiers was just ahead of us on the road and as there were rumours of brigands 
in the mountains round us we hoped the presence of so many soldiers might be a 
protection for us. We learned later that two Christians from Hanchung had been attacked 
just two days previously, but we came through safely. 

I could not help noticing the number of people in these mountains who suffered from 
goitres. Nine out of ten of the women we met had huge goitres hanging from their necks, 
while some had two or even three. 

We reached Hanchung just three weeks after leaving Shanghai. Miss Haslam had thought, 
we might be there with her for several weeks before we three girls moved on to Chengku to 
be with Miss Cooke, but it was actually only a week. 

In all that long trip with its many seen and unseen dangers I don't remember feeling any 
fear. Perhaps I felt then as I do now that, "I am immortal till my work is done." I knew that 
God had called me to China, and that He would fulfil His purpose for my life. I was learning 
to know that I couId trust Him in any and every situation, and that brought a great sense of 
peace and security. 
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Chengku, Shensi 

We were only a week in Hanchung, when Miss Kitty Cooke and Miss Elsie Parr arrived to 
take us on to Chengku. It was a day’s journey by sedan chair from Hanchung. This was our 
first experience of this way of travel and we found it very comfortable. The trip gave us 
another opportunity to see something of the rich pastoral land of the Hanchung plain. We 
passed fields and fields of wheat, but for every wheat field there was an even larger one of 
the opium poppy, beautiful to look at but the cause of so much misery. 
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The Mission Home and Church in their enclosed compound in Chengku struck me as being 
too "foreign" compared with the Chinese houses around them. In fact, everything about 
Chengku came as a shock to us three girls who had come prepared to "rough it" in pioneer 
work where the Gospel had never been preached. There had been work in Chengku for 
over thirty years, and we found the missionary whose place we were taking was still there 
owing to a broken ankle which had delayed his departure for the coast. Mr. Carwardine’s 
wife, who had died some years before, was buried in the garden of the Mission home, and 
his only son was in business in England. He had some very strange ideas about Church 
work which included a fixation about the people to whom we should preach. He said that we 
were all in Shensi for the Shensi people and it was they to whom preference must be given. 
Therefore only the local Shensi people were allowed to enter the Church through the main 
door, while other people, and specially the Szechwanese, of whom there were many in 
Shensi because we were not far from the border, had to enter through a small gate that led 
out into the back lane. It was the one which we used to bring the goats in and out. The 
result of all of this was that the majority of Church people had split off and founded an 
independent Christian Church while only a handful remained to worship in the big foreign 
Church building.  

Miss Cooke was in charge of us girls, to ensure that we got time for language study, and 
also to mix with the people, use the language we had, and learn something of the local 
culture. Mr. Carwardine, for all his strange ideas, was a gentle, kindly old English 
gentleman who tried to assist us in any way he could. He was selling some of his 
household effects which were not Mission property, and we were happy to purchase some. 
I was able to buy his wife's hand sewing machine, a Singer, which I continued to use till the 
end of my missionary life, and which I found invaluable when I had small children of my 
own. 

Miss Parr, who was in charge of the Yanghsien station, another day’s journey further down 
the Han River, went back there only long enough to help her junior worker, Edna Lemmon, 
prepare to leave for furlough, and then they both returned to take the long journey to the 
coast with Mr. Carwardine as soon as he was fit to travel. Miss Parr was going to Shanghai 
for a short visit to get some medical attention she needed. 

So there we were, three new inexperienced workers, with a Senior missionary who had 
spent all her missionary life near the coast and knew nothing of the local Shensi conditions. 
We had no househelp of any kind, and there was nobody at the beginning who seemed as 
if they wanted to work for foreigners. There was also no teacher to help us girls, and we 
also found ourselves responsible for a small three year old Chinese girl called Mei Sui (May 
Sway) who Mr. Carwardine had unofficially adopted, but whom he couldn't take with him to 
England. I was struggling to complete the work for my 1st Section language exam before 
the heat of summer made study more difficult. Myrie and Bertha who had not been able to 
do their orals at Yangchow as I had, were now having to get their ears and tongues used to 
an entirely different dialect before they took their orals in Chengku. How thankful I was for 
that last minute oral exam Miss Griffith had pushed me into doing on the morning I left 
Yangchow! Had there been a Field Superintendant, all this would have been attended to 
before we arrived, but Mr. and Mrs. Moore who were just as new in the district as we were, 
would not be arriving with the party of young men from the Anking Language school for 
some months yet. The Church evangelist, Mr. Cheng, eventually brought his daughter who 
was still in High School to read with us each day, and we found her very helpful. Miss 
Cooke started services in the small room attached to the big Church building, and while I 
played my little hand pumped organ given me by Norm Williams (Win’s ex-fiancé!) before I 
left Perth, little Miss Cheng taught the children who came in to sing choruses. Our numbers 
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soon grew and we had to move into the bigger building where Mr. Cheng and Miss Cooke 
gave them Gospel messages. 

By mid June we were all beginning to feel the heat, though the hottest months would be 
July and August. This was our first summer in China and we had been warned in Shanghai 
to do as little as possible in the heat, sleep whenever we felt like it, and to put all our efforts 
into getting through the summer without any illness. So we studied in the early mornings, 
slept or rested during the heat of the day, and studied again in the late afternoon. We 
usually went for a walk with Miss Cheng and some of her friends up on the city wall for 
exercise in the evenings. We all had to help Miss Cooke with the household tasks, cooking, 
cleaning, etc., and trying to rid the place of rats which abounded. I also took on the milking 
of the goats for a time till the one Christian boy in the Church watched me for a while and 
decided he could do it, so I thankfully let him. 

With the arrival of the Moore party in Hanchung my exam papers arrived too, so I was able 
to take two days and get my written work done and posted off to Shanghai. What a relief 
that was, but of course it also meant Miss Cooke felt I must use the language I had, more 
often, and in no time she had me taking part in a very simple way. In one of my home 
letters I wrote,  

"What do you think? I actually prayed in Chinese every morning last week when Miss 
Cheng and I were having prayer before reading together. On Wednesday morning I 
led Chinese prayers. It wasn't easy and I didn’t give them a sermon of course but just 
Bible references, but Miss Cooke tells me I am to lead prayers every Wednesday in 
future.”  

By the following Wednesday I was able to say a little more and I was encouraged that same 
week by the return of my exam papers from Shanghai with a mark of 94% with some 
encouraging remarks from Mr. Mathews, counter balanced by much red ink as he wrote 
different ways in which I could have expressed myself better! 

The summer passed and with a change in the weather we began to get out more. Our first 
trip outside the city wall with the aim of visiting a large village about a mile and a half east of 
Chengku was an eye opener to us new comers. It was wonderful to get outside the dirty 
smelly city, and to walk along narrow paths between rice, maise or cotton all looking green 
and fresh after the recent rains. It felt like a different world as I looked around me and then 
across and up to the mountains which surrounded the fertile plain in every direction. I wrote 
at the time,  

"the mountains as we see them from here are marvellous, sometimes covered in 
clouds, always changing colour, never at any time the same. The sunsets are 
wonderful and the sight of a beautiful sky above all the dirt and degradation is like a 
little bit of Heaven itself.”  

That trip ended in disaster. Before we reached Five Dragon Temple Village, the rain came 
down in torrents. Myrie had brought her umbrella for the sun and we had a groundsheet for 
use when we ate the picnic lunch we had brought with us. We got some protection from the 
rain by putting the umbrella up and pulling the groundsheet round the four of us while we 
sheltered under a tree. As the rain eased a bit we pushed on, but the paths became more 
and more muddy, and after Bertha had slipped and fallen into a pool of mud we decided to 
turn back. We hadn’t gone far when the rain came down more heavily than ever, and as we 
were near a group of farm houses and a haystack we stood as near the haystack as 
possible and ate our picnic lunch. We must have looked a miserable sight as we huddled 
together, balancing an umbrella over us, and a ground sheet round us, while with whatever 
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free hands we had we tried to get Chinese breads and a tomato to our mouths. Just then an 
old woman, very dirty and only half clothed appeared round the corner of a house and 
invited us in. The glimpse we got of the inside through the open door was not 
prepossessing but anything seemed better than standing in the rain. It was even worse than 
we expected! Dirty of course, smokey and dark and crawling with vermin, with flies 
everywhere and the pig stye taking up one corner of the room. Boxes, clothes and 
everybody’s personal possessions were scattered everywhere, and the man of the house 
was squatting on his haunches demolishing a bowl of rice. Baby was in a basket shoved 
under the table and howling at the top of her voice while Mother searched for something we 
could sit on. 

Eventually with Miss Cooke on a rickety chair, Bertha and Myrie on broken boxes and I on 
the handle of a wooden basket, we were able to answer some of the many questions hurled 
at us. Where were we from? Why were we there? Did we have children? Why were we not 
married? etc. etc. Miss Cooke explained the Gospel of salvation through Jesus very simply, 
and we gave them some literature which if they couldn’t read somebody else could read to 
them. My heart warmed to them as I watched them, and I commented later in my home 
letter, "It was good to watch their faces as they listened to a message they had probably 
never heard before, dear simple country people, even though they are dirty and perhaps a 
good many other things they shouldn’t be, I found myself loving them.The rain stopped and 
we set off for home, thankfully breathing in the fresh pure air out in the open fields again. 
Conditions in China, rarely peaceful at any time, were causing concern at Mission 
Headquarters during the summer of 1932. A cholera epidemic in the province north east of 
us had taken the lives of three missionaries and a parcel of vaccine was sent through to us 
to ensure we had injections. It was not long before we heard that in Fengsiang, just north of 
us in our own Province, 16 women and 46 children had died in one day. We became 
increasingly careful of what we ate and drank. More and more rumours of bandit attacks on 
the roads to the north were coming through. 

At long last in September we met our Superintendant for the first time, and I met the man 
who was to become my father-in-law. With the worst of the heat over Mr. Moore wanted to 
get round and visit each station for himself before he met all the workers in Conference 
which he had called for November. 

At that time in Shensi there were five centres occupied by CIM missionaries, though there 
were hundreds and hundreds of villages and walled cities on the plain and in the 
surrounding mountains where the Gospel had never been heard. 

In Hanchung there were two houses, one of which was looked on as the Superintendant’s 
home and at that time Miss Haslarn lived in the other. Until the Moore party arrived Charlie 
Frencham who came from Australia two years before I did, was occupying the Super's 
house. After their arrival he moved down to Yanghsien to take care of things there until 
Miss Parr got back from Shanghai. He was engaged to Ruth Wheatley, an English girl living 
with Walter and Reba Michell in Sisiang, three day’s journey south of Hanchung on a 
tributary of the Han river. The fifth station was at Shih Ch'uan in the south East corner of 
Shensi and a day’s journey further on from Sisiang. Here Miss Begbie was in charge with 
Joy Betteridge as her junior worker. The general feeling among the older workers in South 
Shensi seemed to be that they did not need a Superintendent. They were experienced 
workers who had got on very well for many years without one so why send them one now? 
Headquarters felt that with such a large group of young workers being appointed to try and 
open up new areas of work, it was advisable to have somebody in charge to direct the work 
and the workers. Also they wanted the Churches to become independent of Western 
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workers and Western funds, and the Superintendent was to implement this policy while 
trying at the same time to open up the untouched areas in the plain and in the surrounding 
mountains. 

My first impressions of Arthur Moore were entirely good. He was friendly, easy to talk to, 
and obviously wanted to hear what we younger ones had to say while still giving attention to 
Miss Cooke's ideas and opinions. After months of listening to sermons in Chinese which we 
only half understood it was food for our souls to have Mr. Moore lead us in a Bible study 
each day, and my impression grew that here was a man of God who loved God and loved 
His Word and would be a leader we could trust. We found no reason to change that opinion 
as we got to know him better. The first seeds of love for the man who later became a father 
to me were sown during those days in Chengku. 

He talked with each of us about our future, and to my surprise asked me if I would be willing 
to move over to Yanghsien with Miss Parr when she returned. I made no objections though 
I felt I would miss Myrie and Bertha. It was decided I should be ready to go with her when 
she got back from Shanghai, but when she reached Sian, brigand activity on the road 
through the mountains made her change her route and she reached Yanghsien without 
passing through Chengku. 
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Yanghsien October 1932 - October 1933 

By the middle of October, the beginning of my second year in China, the move to 
Yanghsien was made by boat with Miss Cooke and the Chinese boy to escort me. I was 
delighted on arriving in Yanghsien to find that the house there was a typically Chinese one, 
very little different from the others round us. There were two bedrooms divided by a living 
room where we also had a dining table for our meals. The kitchen was a small Chinese 
style one outside and separated from the rest of the house by a covered way. At the back of 
our living quarters was the Church building, again a typical Chinese structure. People 
coming to services came in from the street through the main compound entrance, inside of 
which was the gatekeeper’s rooms, then went round the side of our rooms to the Church at 
the back. The gatekeeper was Mr. Hu, a leader in the Church who lived there with his wife 
and two children. These two, Ling Foo and May May were in and out of our house all the 
time and considered themselves very much a part of our family. Miss Parr was "Auntie Bar" 
(Ba Ku) to them and I was Auntie Way (Wei Ku). The other members of the household 
included a goatboy and an old deaf and dumb woman whom we referred to as Yar Bar, 
meaning just "deaf and dumb." Mr. Chang, my teacher, also lived on the compound. He 
had been converted through Wang Ming Tao in Honan many years before and was 
delighted when I told him I had heard Wang Ming Tao speak while I was in language 
school. Unrest continued all through the country side. Rumours were rife everywhere of 
communist activities at Hsingan, south of Shih Ch’uan, and we heard that their aim was to 
reach Hanchung. Our Conference date had been set for November 14 -18 but we began to 
wonder if we would not all have to evacuate to a safer spot before that. I got myself settled 
in and when November came we were all able to travel in safety to Hanchung, that is, all 
except Miss Begbie and Joy Betteridge who were held up, not by Communists but by two 
young fellows on the road from Shih Ch’uan, who held them up with a knife and searched 
them for money. They took some clothes and a few small things and ran off, leaving their 
two victims very much relieved. 
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I enjoyed the Conference for a number of reasons. It was so good to meet all the other 
South Shensi workers and to feel part of a team. I revelled in the daily Bible studies led by 
Mr. Moore. The business meetings were a great help to us young workers in understanding 
the Mission policy of making every Church self-supporting, self-governing and self-
propagating, not dependent on Mission funds or Mission workers as our South Shensi 
churches at that time all seemed to be.  

But the highlight of the Conference to me, which I confided to nobody else until much later, 
was that for the first time I met Percy Moore. His father had given him the job of opening the 
back gate into the compound, welcoming each group as we arrived, and then directing us to 
where we were to sleep. I think that first meeting meant more to him than to me at that time. 
He often said later that "’X’ marks the spot inside the Hanchung compound back gate” 
where he "looked into a pair of blue eyes under a big summer hat - and fell!!" I was only 
conscious of feeling he was "nice", but as day by day I sat across from him in meetings I 
became more and more conscious of how often I found his deep brown eyes looking into 
mine! This was the first time I had met Mrs. Moore and I liked her at once, wise, motherly 
and personally interested in each one of us young people. I liked the relationship I could 
see that Percy had with his mother. They were obviously friends who understood each 
other and shared many little private jokes. I thought how nice it must be for her, after all the 
years of separation from their children to have her eldest son actually working with them in 
the same district. Percy was given the job of teaching us a new chorus which was just 
becoming popular, and when Conference was coming to a close I asked him if he would 
give me the music for it.  He replied by saying that if I would let him have my chorus book 
he would write it in the back for me but he wouldn't have time till after Conference, so would 
have to post it to me in Yanghsien. 

That was the beginning of a correspondence, and deep inside me I knew that this was 
God's man for me. But how could all this happen so suddenly, and how could I be sure 
when I hardly knew him, and he hardly knew me? And what about Harry? He was writing to 
me regularly and seemed to have no doubt that God would bring him to China and to me. 
My feelings for him were much the same as when I left home - a friend I valued and 
respected but more as a big brother than as a future husband. It didn’t worry me if I didn’t 
hear from him for ages whereas if my family letters didn’t come I was restless and 
unsettled. Now with Percy's arrival on the scene there was a very different feeling stirring in 
the depths of my heart, and while doubting that it could all happen so suddenly I felt this 
must be love. What was I to do? The Daily Light verse for that day came as a message 
from the Lord  

"Acquaint now thyself with him and be at peace. Thereby good shall come unto 
thee.” 

I wrote to Harry, the hardest letter I had ever had to write, telling him plainly that I had met 
somebody else whom I felt was God's will for me. A letter from him which must have 
crossed mine arrived sooner than I expected. It was to tell me he now felt sure God was 
leading him into Aborigine work, and also that he had been seeing a lot of a mutual friend of 
ours and with their growing interest in each other he felt he should release me from any 
committment I felt towards him, specially as he saw no future for himself in China. 

So I was free, but Percy had been sent off by his father to escort one of the other young 
men, John Fee, down the Yangtse as far at least as Hankow as he had been very ill with a 
ruptured appendix and needed to get to hospital in Shanghai. Percy wrote to me all the way 
along, and made no secret of his feeling's, but I had no address to which I could write, and 
it was only after his return that his parents tried to make it possible for us to see each other. 
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In China at that time engaged couples rarely saw each other till the wedding day, and 
young men and women never chatted together or did things together as we Westerners do 
so we had to be terribly discreet.  A tent Mission was being held at Long T’ing P’u not far 
from Yanghsien and some of the Chinese evangelists were going to live and work there for 
a week. Mr. Moore decided this would be good experience for our young men so he told 
Percy and Fred Smith that they should go and work with the team, 

On the way they could stay overnight at Yanghsien and deliver letters and stores waiting to 
go there from Hanchung. By this time I had told Miss Parr what was going on and she was 
nearly as excited over this visit as I was. Apart from nearly being sick with excitement I was 
also scared! This was the first time I had seen Percy since Conference when we first met 
and all our talking had been by letter. What if he changed his mind when he saw rne? 
Would I come up to his expectations? I didn’t feel nearly as sophisticated as some of the 
Canadian girls I had met and whom he must know. They arrived in the late afternoon and 
we all met to exchange greetings in our living-dining room, Percy and Fred, Miss Parr and I 
and the Chinese who had travelled with them. I hardly dared look at Percy but felt his eyes 
on me, but after Miss Parr had told them where they would be sleeping in two little rooms 
separate from the main house, she suggested I get the big kettle of boiling water from the 
kitchen stove and take it round to them so that they could wash and clean up before tea. I 
was hardly inside Percy’s door when I was enveloped in a big hug that made me gasp for 
breath. I was brought back to earth in a moment when he said, "Let’s put the kettle down. 
You’re scalding my foot!" That was one of the stories he delighted to tell with variations for 
many years and I was never allowed to live it down. 

They went on next day to Long T’ing P’u, but came in sometimes in the afternoons when 
they had time. I didn’t see Percy again after that till our second Field Conference which was 
held at Sisiang in May 1933. We announced our engagement at that Conference, and while 
we were there together with Percy’s parents we made our plans to travel to Shanghai to be 
married on December 11th, which would be the Moore's 25th wedding anniversary. They 
wanted to be in Shanghai at that time anyway to have the Christmas holidays with Doug, 
who was in his final year at Chefoo. 

Back in Yanghsien the months between May and November flew by all too quickly. I got my 
second section exam over as soon as possible and with that behind me Miss Parr put me in 
charge of the childrens' work and also of a weekly Bible study for women. It tested my 
ability to speak to the limit, but was good experience and good preparation for the time 
when Percy and I would be in charge of the work somewhere ourselves. When Miss Parr 
went off to Chengku for a week and left me in charge I found my ability to understand and 
speak Chinese went ahead by leaps and bounds. A new worker from Canada, Ethel Orvis, 
was sent to us to be ready to stay with Miss Parr after I left her. She still had her first exam 
to write so had to give a lot of time to study but I was glad to have somebody to go with me 
visiting in homes. 

In June I was thrilled to be there when a group of new Christians were to be baptised - my 
first experience of baptisms in China. In my letter home I wrote,  

"Six people, five men and one girl were baptised in the river yesterday morning. It 
was about six o'clock and everything was fresh and nice. They rigged up a tent on 
the river bank for dressing in, and Mr. Hsiong walked out into the water and baptised 
them one by one as we stood on the bank and sang, ‘Happy day, oh happy day’. 
Little Ch'ang Suen, our goatboy was one of them and I guess it meant more to him 
than any of them. He is such a thin shrivelled up little thing, full of disease through no 
fault of his own but he has a very tender heart where the Lord is concerned, and he 
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went into the water with a happy smile on his face. Afterwards I asked him, ‘Are you 
happy, Ch’ang Suen?’ He gave me a bright smile and said, ‘Very happy, Auntie 
Way’. He looks forward with such real joy to meeting the Lord, and when he is sick, it 
is no trial to Ch’ang Suen to be told he may go to Heaven soon. He just says,’That 
would be lovely’.” 

The formation of the South Shensi Chinese Evangelisation Society gave me and Ethel 
opportunities to help with "follow up" work when they were in our area. We visited women 
who had shown interest in the meetings, and even stayed in some of the villages at times. 
With the approach of summer when all village work would cease Mr. Moore was 
encouraging all of us young workers to try and get out among the people as much as 
possible. Percy went off with two of the Hanchung Christians to Loyang where he and John 
Fee had been working together until John’s illness. Myrie and Bertha were at Hsieh Shui, 
one of the Hanchung outstations, while Fred Smith was with Charlie Frencham at 
Mingkiang down on the road to Szechwan. In August when the weather got too hot for 
outside work, the Moores invited me up to Hanchung so that we could make our wedding 
plans. By the time I got back to Yanghsien my second exam results had arrived, 93%, so I 
worked hard and wrote the third one before leaving for Shanghai. We were going to be a 
big party - Mr. and Mrs. Moore and us two, Charlie Frencham and Ruth who were also 
going down to be married, and Dr. Hsiao had decided to travel with us to try and stock up 
on medicines at the coast. 

With our marriage and the Frencham's, and very soon Fred was going to marry Marjorie 
Ament who was down in Yunnan, quite a few changes would be taking place in South 
Shensi. The MichelIs who now had two children since baby David had recently arrived, 
were moving up to Mienhsien, north of the mountains. The Frenchams were to go to 
Ningkiang on the road between Hanchung and Szechwan. Fred and Marj would probably 
go to Sisiang, while Bertha and Joy Betteridge were to work together and Myrie was to go 
to Miss Begbie, a fellow New Zealander. Before we left for Shanghai Arnold and Winnie 
Strange with their two little girls, Kath and Beryl came back from their first furlough and 
were going to take over the work at Chengku. 
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Photographs And Other Illustrations 

These are copied straight from Amy’s scrap book.  They include her annotations and comments. 

Mercer family home in Magill 

Jane and Mary on verandah. 
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Frank Mercer 
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Ray Moore 

4 Catherine Court 

Traralgon  Victoria 3844 

Australia 

 

Phone:  (+61) 3 5174 2994 

Email:  raym82@hotmail.com 
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